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NEWS OF LINCOLN'S AssASSINATION 

REACHES SAN FRANCISCO 

Robert 1 Chandler 

culation in the Interior, and contains the latest news up to the 
hour of going to press" at 3 PM, in time for the upriver steamers 
bound for the great mining supply centers Sacramento, Stockton, 
and Maryville. (2) The Evening Bulletin, since 1856 Committee of 
Vigilance days, spoke for city governmenL Though not appearing 
on Sundays, the Bulletin presented the most in-depth coverage of 

I 
n 1978, I finished a dissertation on "The Press and Civil selected important events. (3) The American Flag, another six-day 
Liberties in California During the Civil War." The last part of paper, was a rabble-rousing, rabidly patriotic morning journal. It 
my study described the destruction of a half-dozen had arrived in 1864 from the interior, and became anathema to 
Democratic, Jrish-Catholic, British, and Imperialist _______ the Bay City establishment. 
French newspapers on April 15, 1865, upon the 0 • 11,..,., 1•• The Alta and Bulletin controlled the New York 

news of President Lincoln's assassination. Recently, I • Associated Press news dispatches. Beginning on April 6, 
acquired two papers from this tumultuous time: the 1865. in an attempt to break that monopoly, the Flag held 
Evening Alta California, April 15, 1865, and The Flag's back its morning edition until after the Alta appeared, 
Evening Dispatch, April 16, 1865. . and issued an evening edition (Flag's Evening Dispatch) 

The three main players during this period in San with news taken Crom the Bulletin. The assassination 
Francisco newspaperdom were: (1) the Morning Alta • gave the Flag further opportunities for mischief. 
California, the oldest paper in the state, represented ..-•• •h• vnro~. At 10 AM on Saturday, April 15, 1865, the telegraph 
commercial interests. Known as "granny" for dullness, brought the dreadful news to the two Associated Press 
and "blanket" for size, it presented the broadest scope of local newspapers; both immediately lowered flags to half-staff. Bells in 
news on a daily basis. It also issued an Evening Alta California the city tolled mournfully and by 2 PM, all businesses in town 
which was published "Every Evening (Sunday's excepted) [or cir- had closed, their oHices hung in crepe. The Evening Bulletin had 
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FIRST $5 NATIONAL BANK NOTE 
SURFACES 

Descendants of bank's cashier keep note for 137 years! 

Not seen publicly for 137 years, the first $5 bill 
(serial #1) - issued under the Banking Act of 1863 
- was recently "discovered" with a Lincoln note. 

William T. Gibbs 

T 
he first $5 national bank note ever 
Issued by the Treasury Department has 
resurfaced in the possession of a 
descendant of the cashier of the bank. 
The 1863 note is accompanied by an 
1861 letter in Abraham Lincoln's own 

hand seeking a Treasury clerkship for its origi
nal owner. 

The history of the issuing bank and its loca
tion, details of the note itself and the envelope in 
which the nole was kept for 137 years confirm it 
being the first $5 national bank note issued. 
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From the Publisher 

"I have found that it is not entirely safe, when one 
is misrepresented under his very nose, to allow 
this misrepresentation to go uncontradicted." 

-Abraham Lincoln, Speech at Columbus, September 16, 1859. 

N 
ot to suggest Doris Keams Goodwin plans to misrepresent 
Lincoln - nor that Steven Spielberg would perpetrate a sim
ilar disservice - but... you can imagine my thoughts alter 
reading the foUowing press release from the Boston Herald 
last week: 

"Steven Spielberg will challenge the integrity of Abraham 
Lincoln in the director's first biopic. According to the London 
Sunday Times, Spielberg will portray the Great Emancipator as 
a manic-depressive racist who nearly lost the Civil War, as he 
unravels the myths of liberal historians which maintain 
Lincoln's near-saintly image. Last week, DreamWorks, 
Spielberg's company, bought the rights to a forthcoming biog
raphy of Lincoln by Concord resident Doris Kearns Goodwin, 
a former Harvard history professor. After five years research
ing the White House archives, she concluded that Lincoln and 
wife Mary Todd Lincoln were the most dysfunctional first cou
pie in Washington history, according to the Times." 

With pen in hand (who am I kidding - I meant to say with 
"keyboard at the ready"). I prepared to declare war! Not since 
reading of the Taliban's intentional destruction of two ancient 
Buddhas in Afghanistan - cultural treasures that "offended" their 
unique, warped interpretation of Islam - had I been so outraged. 
I have tremendous respect for Ms. Goodwin and her work. I have 
been entertained by several of Spielberg's films. The idea that 
the two would "team up" to "challenge the integrity of Abraham 
Lincoln" was quite disheartening. Such an act would be tanta
mount to dynamiting an American Icon. This is not to say that 
Lincoln needs to be elevated to the stature of deity - he was a 
flawed man - but we still would not allow for any "misrepresen
talion to go uncontradicted." 

I never represent myself as a historian. My history degree 
from Vassar qualifies me to ride the subway ... and not much more. 
But, I can still deplore biographers with agendas. I put revision
ary historians on the same shelf as those who publish psycho
interpretive nonsense. Thankfully, we learned that Ms. Goodwin, 
herself, took offense at how her work was being represented: 

"This entire report regarding my supposedly having said 
that the Lincolns were the most dysfunctional family ever to 
live in the White House is a complete fabrication. I called the 
London Times reporter - whom I had never talked to - and 
asked him to supply the quote. He then informed me l hat a ter
rible mistake had been made, that the sentence relating to me 
had said •after five years of research. Goodwin is hoping to 
provide some fresh insights on the Lincoln family. Other crit
ics however say the Lincolns were the most dysfunctional 
family ever to live in the White House.' In the editing process, 
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he claims, several lines got dropped and by mistake he had me 
saying the part about the dysfunctional family. They are print
ing a correction but it is so frustrating. On the Spielberg side, 
all that DreamWorks said was that Spielberg was hoping to 
present Lincoln as a human being, not a statue, revealing his 
success in overcoming problems. That somehow got translated 
into a totally false claim that he would be presenting Lincoln as 
a racist, paranoid, manic depressive which he never said, does 
not believe, and never once talked to this reporter. The reporter 
simply assumed because Spielberg is a liberal he would be a 
'politically correct filmmaker.' In fact, he has always wanted to 
do a mm on Lincoln because he has great, great respect for him. 
He has issued a statement saying it is all hogwash ... please teU 
anyone who asks that there is no truth at all to this." 

My admiration for Ms. Goodwin remains intact. I can only 
hope she provides counsel to those in Hollywood - counsel that 
is heard. We would all like to see a film we can enjoy and learn 
from. Mindful that whatever Mr. Spielberg produces will be seen 
by millions, accepted as fact, and influence an entire generation. 
One must recognize this as a tremendous responsibility. Such a 
film can reach more people than the work of one hundred, well
intentioned scholars. In other words, if you're going to under
take the project, make damn sure you do it right! 

This issue marks the conclusion of our sixth year of pub
lishing. We appreciate all the friends we have made in that time 
and hope to continue this journal as a venue for exchanging 
ideas, sharing insight, and ... simply having fun! Thank you. 

HILDENE, ROBERT TODD LINCOLN'S FSTATE 

IN MANCHFSTER, VERMONT 

is sponsoring a symposium on the 
religions of the Lincoln family mem
bers. It is believed this subject has 

not been explored in depth. It will be 
held June 14-16, 2001 at Hildene and 

the Equinox Resort. 

For additional information, call 
(802) 362-1788, fax (802) 362-1564 or 

e-mail: symposium@hildene.org 
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its compositors on hand, and by 11:30 
Saturday morning began distributing 
5,000 extras. 

The Alta quickly followed 

lion, and the picture drawn of our city up 
to 3 PM, the hour of our country issue 
going to press was correct: but we regret 

with an equal number of extras. "'" .. _,...,.,.,,_ .... "";::;.;,.,-.,._ ...-.--•.--,-"'~fti--.~,TJrl,.,_,--_ ---:rn-N""e"":JN,..._ --.-~G---i 
Under the headline "Spreading 'Q .IJJ·f 0 
the News," the 3 PM edition of my 
paper proclaimed "As soon as the 
compositors of the Alta could be 
roused from their sleep after their 
night of toil, and gathered at the 
otnce, the work of getting out the 
extra Alta was commenced, and at 
12 1/2 PM, the sheets commenced 
flying from the windows among the 
crowd outside. As fast as the 
papers could be thrown from the 
press they were flung to the people 
free of charge." The Flag's Evening • 
Dispatch also carried the news 
through 3 PM. 

Of special note in the Evening 
Alta 3 PM edition were the 
"Precautions Against Disorder: 
The closing of all places of busi
ness through the city was fol
lowed by the adoption of such 
precautions on the part of the 
Chief of Police [Martin J. Burke] 
and the Commander of the 
Department of the Pacific [Major 
General Irvin McDowell], as would 
anticipate any disturbance and 
secure the peace of the city under 
any circumstances. What those 
precautions were it not necessary 
now to say; suffice it that, fortu
nately for the whole community, ...,.__-~~---"'1 

they were not required." This remark 
turned out to be 
quite Ironic, hence 
my pleasure in 
obtaining it. 

The Alta's regu
lar morning edition 
on Sunday, April 16, 
1865, told the story: 
"Mob Violence 
Resorted to-The 
Armed Police and 
Military Ordered 
Out-Restoration of 
Order." The paper 
then picked up 
where ii had left off 
on April 15: "Down 
to this point this 
account was written 
for our evening edi-

to say that the peace was a 
few minutes later broken by our profess
edly loyal citizens, and a dark blot was 
placed upon the fair fame of our city." 
The paper went on to describe in great 
detail the destruction of Democratic, 
Irish-Catholic, British, and Imperialist 
French newspapers. 
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My copy of Flag's Evening Dispatch 
for April 16, 1865, though less scarce 
than its companion journals, is infinitely 
more fun to read, due to its highfalutin 
style. Its take on the mob was: "Great 
Uprising of the People-five Treason Mills 
cleaned Out-Tremendous Excitement 
and righteous Retribution." It stated: 
"The raid on the Copperhead newspa
pers commenced on Montgomery Street, 
near Washington, about 3 o'clock. The 
crowd were talking of the immunity such 
traitors as [the editors had], when some 
one proposed to go and clean out the 
Democratic Press." They quickly did: 
"Everything destructible was utterly 
demolished.'" 

In this second account of the news• 
paper destruction. the Flag chortled: 

"The Alta of this morning 'regrets' 
the exhibition 
of 'mob-vio
lence' yesterday. 
It probably has 
great reason to." 
It had. The Echo 
du Pacifique, the 
last paper on the 
mob's hit list, 
occupied the 
fourth lloor of the 
Alta California 
building. With fond 
memories of the end 
of the Democratic 
Press fresh in mind, 
the Flag's friends 
itched to trash the 
Alta to break the stran
glehold on the over
land news. They shout
ed, "Hold the Alta in 
readiness to come out!" 
The city police and 
provost guard saved the 
papers. 

Having read most of 
these accounts thirty 
years ago and written on 
the events since then, I am 
pleased to have a couple of 
souvenirs-an edition of the 
Alta California which 

reflects the first headlines on the assassi
nation of our martyred president, and 
reports the situation in San Francisco 
just before Unionists destroyed otlending 
papers-and the Flags cheeky remarks on 
the civil disturbance. ,,,..... 
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The Original Series note bears bank President Lincoln signed the act into law cy, according to Sundman. 
serial number 1 and was printed at the on Feb. 25, 1863. The bank bears charter Huntington went to work for Jay 
top of the sheet, indicating that it came number 26. Cooke & Co. in November 1862, and 
from the very first sheet of notes printed The bank was organized on July 16, became cashier of the First National Bank 
for the issuing bank, the First National 1863, with a capital of $500,000, accord- of Washington in July 1863. 
Bank of Washington. ing to the Standard Catalog of National The Huntington family lived in 

The bank's location - 452 15th St., Bank Notes. Oakes and Hickman report Concord, N.H., between 1873 and 1952. 
directly across the street from the that the bank was placed into receiver- The famiJy member who now owns the 
Treasury Department's main entrance in ship on Sept. 19, 1873, with it failing for note lives in the western United States. 
the District of Columbia - is another point "incompetent receivership." The bank Like all nationals, this note bears 
in the note's provenance as the first $5 failed with the collapse of the financial lour signatures, two of them printed and 
national issued. The juxtaposition of the empire of Jay Cooke, the Civil War two signed by hand. The engraved signa-
bank to the Treasury Department meant financier and brother of the president of tures are those of Francis E. Spinner, 
it was the first national bank in the coun- the bank. Treasurer of the United States, and Lucius 
try to receive the newly authorized Huntington was born Oct. 2, 1839, at E. Chittenden, Register of the Treasury. 
national bank notes. The Standard Penn Yan, N.Y. He received his early bank- Two officials of the bank signed the notes 
Catalog of National Bank Notes by Dean ing training in his father's banking house by hand - its president, Henry D. Cooke, 
Oakes and John Hickman confirms this, in Chicago. He also worked at a bank in and its cashier, William Spooner 
saying, "The first notes printed for any Beaver Dam, WI., according to the family. Huntington. Huntington's bold signature-as 
national bank were produced W5. Huntington - appears to the 
for The First National Bank of fcr=~:::;=;::.:;:;:;::==;:::::::;::=::;;:::====::::::=::::::::::;::::::::::::---:1 lower left. The lower loops of sev-
Washington." tJr. r 1 __£) () • r eral letters are cut offal the bottom 

A third element is a nota- ·~ r V i:l.tJ ~ A...e,c,. ✓ (JI~ of the note (they probably appear 
lion from the past. The cashier //. :., 'J .. at the top at the second note from 
for the bank, William Spooner ~ ~ a.,.<.. l:::t:; ~ the same sheet). Cooke's signature 
Huntington, hand signed the ~ is at the lower right. 
note as required, but placed it ~ ~-,A,,~~•~,_ ~~ The act authorizing nation-
into an envelope with the hand- - -,~ 7 ,# ~ al bank notes requlred the issu-
written notation, "The first note • ~ ~~ _,_ "L L ,~ ing bank's cashier and president 
issued under the National • ~ I'\ • T ~ v • - T- - or vice president to sign each 
Banking Law," rather than pay- ~tr'-./ I.J),.~ . note. The bank's officers signed 
ing it out to a customer. f ~/' - ~ - _· • ~~ • ~ some of the early issues by 

The note was brought to /J ' hand, although later issues gen-
the attention of Littleton Coin ___ tf---',t.d-."-' .r/ / t,, /ff,/ it erally feature stamped signa-
Co. of Littleton, N.H., after its ~ "-- tures, writes Don C. Kelly ln his 
owner - the great-granddaugh- book, National Bank Notes. 
ter of Huntington - read a story This handwritten note from President Lincoln to Treasury Secretary Salmon P. The Original Series $5 
about a Series 1863 $20 gold cer- Chase helped William Spooner Huntington get a job. Huntington later was Cashier national bank notes depict face 
tificate, one of only six known, of the First National Bank of Washington, D.C. and in 1863 obtained the very first and back illustrations of 
that was brought to Littleton for $5 bill issued by the Treasury Department-that rediscovered this year. Christopher Columbus arriving 
an appraisal in 2000. in the New World. The face 

The Huntington descendants quietly vignette is titled "Columbus in Sight of 
kept the previously unreported national Huntington was a Republican and was Land," with the reverse illustration titled 
bank note in excellent condition for four active in Lincoln's 1860 presidential cam- "The Landing of Columbus." The face 
generations. paign. After Lincoln became president, he shows a second vignette titled "America 

"This literally is the very first $5 went to Washington to seek a job with the Presented to the Old World." The back also 
denomination national bank note issued government. He had help in getting a job. depicts the seal of the District of Columbia 
by the Treasury Department in 1863, the Huntington obtained a Treasury to the left and an eagle to the right. 
lirsl year these bills were made. It has Department clerkship in 1861 with a rec- The Continental Bank Note Co., a pri-
serial number one in red ink in the lower ommendation from President Abraham vate security printer in New York, printed 
left, and printing press plate position 'A' Lincoln. Along with the historic $5 bill, the note. The Bureau of Engraving and 
marked near the top; the very first note," the family kept Lincoln's brief, handwrit- Printing, which was created in 1862, did 
said David Sundman, Littleton president ten reference note to Treasury Secretary not have the capacity to produce all of 
and a collector of early U.S. paper money. Salmon P. Chase. It reads: "Will the Sec. of the new paper money being authorized 

The First National Bank of Treasury please look at the case for a by the government. The BEP, part of the 
Washington was the 26th bank in the Clerkship, of Wm. S. Huntington, on file in Treasury Department, provided printing 
United States and the first in the District your Department. A. Lincoln July 10, 1861." plates to the private printers. 
of Columbia to be granted a charter Among his duties at Treasury was Notes were printed four to a sheet, in 
under the National Banking Act of 1863. responsibility for destroying old curren- a vertical row. The lowest two national 
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denominations, the $1 and $2 notes -
were printed on the same sheet, with 
three $1 notes at the top and one $2 note 
at the bottom. The S5 notes were printed 
alone on a sheet. The next highest 
denominations, SlO and $20 notes, were 
printed two of each to a sheet. 

Each note bore a plate position let
ter, indicating its position on the sheet. 
The first plate used bore the letters A, B, 
C and D, arranged alphabetically from the 
top down, notes Kelly in his book. When 
that plate wore out, a 
new plate bearing new 
plate letters was pro
duced and used; the sec
ond plate would bear the 
plate position letters E, F, 
G and H, Kelly writes. 

The newly reported 
note bears plate position 
letter A, indicating it was 
the top note on the sheet. 

the bank remained outstanding in 1916. 
According to Sundman: "This is the 

ultimate national bank note for a collec
tor. It's the number one 'number one."' 

He continued: "The President of the 
First National Bank of Washington, D.C. 
was Henry D. Cooke, brother of linancier 
and banker, Jay Cooke of Philadelphia, 
who helped Treasury Secretary Chase set 
up the National Banking Act and helped 
finance the Union's efforts against the 
Confederacy. Records indicate this $5 bill 

was released to the public on 
Dec. 21, 1863." 

Jay Cooke is known as the 
financier of the Civil War 
because he was an authorized 
bond subscription agent for 
the government. He sold 
bonds to raise funds for the 
American government that it 
used for the war effort and to 
back various federal paper 
money issues. 

Because of his efforts in 
selling bonds, Jay Cooke's 
First National Bank of 
Philadelphia was given char
ter No. I. 

The note also bears 
two serial numbers - a 
bank serial number and a 
Treasury serial number. 
The bank serial number 
represented an accumu
lating total of sheets o[ a 
specific denomination or 
combination, report 
Oakes and Hickman In 

William S. Huntington poses with 
a hand-painted background at his 

desk in the offices of the First 
National Bank of Washington. 

their book. The Treasury -----------

The First National Bank of 
Washington was located in the 
same building as Cooke's 
offices in the District of 
Columbia. 

serial number represent
ed an accumulating total of sheets print
ed from a four-subject sheet, the two 
writers note in the Standard Catalog. 

Both serial numbers repeated down 
the sheet, meaning all four notes from the 
same sheet bore the same bank serial 
number and Treasury serial number, 
Oakes and Hickman write. The notes 
were distinguished from each other by 
their plate position letter. 

The note that just resurfaced bears 
bank serial number 1, indicating it was 
Lhe first sheet produced for Lhe First 
National Bank of Washington, and 
Treasury serial number 9. However, 
according to researcher Peter Huntoon, 
the numbering of Treasury serial number 
began with 9, according to Sundman. 

The First National Bank of 
Washington issued 76,620 Original Series 
$5 national bank notes. It is not known how 
many survive, although $5,956 in total face 
value among all denominations issued by 

Sundman said the note is 
"as nice as the day it was printed." 

Sundman formally an-nounced the 
note's existence during a Jan. 5 educational 
forum at the Florida United Numismatists 
convention involving the other recently dis
covered Civil War.era bank note, a Series 
1863 $20 gold certificate. 

Both notes were to be on display at a 
special Littleton exhibit at U1e Florida 
United Numismatists convention in 
Orlando Jan. 4-7. 

Visitors to FUN saw the note's first 
public appearance in 137 years because 
of an exhibition arranged by Sundman 
with the note's anonymous current 
owner. She read a recent Associated 
Press story about the discovery of the 
$20 gold certilicate in New Hampshire, 
then contacted Sundman to determine 
the value of her heirloom, according to a 
Littleton press release. 

Sundman speculated that other rare 
national bank notes might remain hidden 

s 

in family collections. "More than 14,000 
banks across the country eventually 
were chartered as national banks. There 
may still be many descendants of 19th 
century bankers who today own notes 
witl1 low serial numbers that could be 
valuable," Sundman said. 

mustrations of both notes can be 
found online at www.LittletonCoin.com. 

The $5 note's owner has consigned it 
to the Lyn Knight auction scheduled for 
the Chicago Paper Money Exposition this 
coming March. Knight estimates it will 
bring $50,000 to $100,000. The consign
ment will include the original envelope, 
an image of Lincoln (shown with this arti
cle) Lhat Victor D. Brenner later used in 
creating a portrait of Lincoln for a plaque 
and the Lincoln cent, the original note 
from Lincoln to Chase, a November 1862 
letter seeking a leave of absence and a 
check from Huntington to Jay Cooke, 
according to Sundman. ~ 

Photos courtesy of Littleton Coin Co. 
Copyright 2001 by Amos Press Inc., by per

mission of Coin World, Sidney, OH 

Special thankS to Michael Griffith, a Georgia 
Rall Splitter, tor bringing this to our attention. 

.iD~Q ~tning JBulltt\n. 
~y :&V.&NINO, l'ONll 1, 1880. 

·•-••* tr !l'noe-Jo &bn.lum LtaO<tla 
•oalaatM t:or Ule l'nlldeaql 

• Tile Onriand mall ,cage, •blcll leR St. LoCllt Oil 

~ 171h of :iu,, arrtnd bm al 3 o'clock 1h11 an..,.. 
ll00II. 7b cmJT lhrougb puoenger WU Jobn De 
la llmuqu ot Now Yort, •bo brln,p I.be repott 
ncllTed by bhll b7 r.legrapb, ho 11171, at Melo,'■ ' 
Bl&lloD, lh&I Ibo R.lp11bllcan OonTI1Dllon u Cb!Cllj!O 
~uled Abraham Llacoln or 1111Doll !or 

R 
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obert Chandler, author of 
our cover story on the first 
reports of Lincoln's assas

sination to reach San Francisco, sent 
us the above clipping from a 
Call(omia newspaper dated June 8, 
1860. Amazingly, the nomination of 
Abraham Lincoln on the Republican 
ticket - which occurred three weeks 
earlier - was still considered Mnews," 
having Just arrived on the overland 
stage from St. Louis. 
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GREAT LINCOLN FAKES & 
FABRICATIONS 

Blaine Houmes 

In May of this year, a remarkable doc
ument was offered on eBay, the inter
net auction service. Although failing 
to make minimum bid, the item -
guaranteed as authentic, though of 

uncertain provenance - was a purported 
1861 insurance policy for Abraham 
Lincoln's home In Springfield, Illinois. 
The President-elect was known to have 
had such a policy, having contracted 
with the Hartford Fire Insurance 
Company on February 8th of that year, 
immediately after renting his home to 
Lucian Tilton, and prior to the Lincoln 
Family move to Washington. 

The eBay document was indeed 
authcnlic, but it was not old and not the 
original. The policy was a copy offered as 
a promotion by the Hartford Insurance 
Company in the I930s, with the original 
still In the company archives. This illus
trates a common problem for Lincoln col
lectors - sorting truth from half-truth and 
avoiding costly mistakes. Ever since 
Lincoln's rise to fame, citizens have 
found him appealing and have held on to 
items related to him in some manner. 
Some have innocently sold or passed 
along legitimate objects without prove
nance. Others have exploited this emo
tional tie so that virtually any ephemera, 
when lied to a plausible story, can be 
made quite profitable. 

Some of the earliest fakes involved 
Lincoln's death and his assassin. In the 
years after Lincoln's passing, many 
believed John Wilkes Booth somehow 
escaped Federal troops and several men 
even claimed to be, or were reported to 
be, Booth himself. One author document
ed at least twenty men after 1865 
rumored to be the assassin.1 By the 
I 930s, several different skulls identified 
as that of Booth had been exhibited in 
carnivals and sideshows. 

In 1903, an alcoholic house painter 
named David E. George committed sui
cide by poison in Enid, Oklahoma. When 
in his cups, he impressed locals with long 

Shakespearian soliloquies; on his 
deathbed he identified himself as John 
Wilkes Booth. The townspeople believed 
him. The local undertaker, reasoning that 
the corpse of a presidential assassin 
could be far more valuable than that of a 
penniless drunk, mummified the body 
and placed it on tour. 

Two published exposes failed to con
vince many in America that the body was 
anyone other than Booth. Mr. George was 
traced back to family in Mississippi, and 
his handwriting samples were found to 

The "unravelling" of a hoax ... the "Booth Mummy." 
Photograph courtesy of Michael W. Kauffman. 

differ from those of Booth's. 
Discrepancies were noted in eye color
ing, height and the lack of a distinctive 
tattoo. In 1931, with much fanfare, an 
autopsy was performed on the mummy 
in Chicago. It was widely publicized that 
findings confirmed the body was that of 
Booth, but x-rays taken (and then secret
ed away) revealed no broken ankle which 
had healed. At least two members of the 
autopsy delegation later signed affidavits 
that they'd been pressured to agree to 
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findings that were not present.2 
The body was sold several times and 

exhibited with variable success in carni
vals for years. It was offered for sale to 
many collectors Including auto manufac
turer Henry Ford, as well as book dealer 
Ralph Newman. Both declined. The 
mummy is currently believed to be in a 
private collection on the east coast. 

Even prominent Lincoln collectors 
have occasionally been fooled. Although 
Lincoln lived only a few years in the 
Illinois town of New Salem, and every 
building was later scavenged as the aban
doned village faded into the wilderness, 
relics have been periodically ·excavated" 
and "discovered" there. An axe helve and 
a rock witnessing Lincoln's betrothal to 
Ann Rutledge made it into Oliver R. 
Barrett's collection, and were featured 
prominently in his Parke-Bernet sale cat
alog of 1952.3 The axe fragment was 
allegedly dug up in 1878 at the site of the 
Lincoln-Berry store.4 No one has ever 
explained how a wooden axe helve 
(crudely incised with Lincoln's name) 
could be dug up in pristine condition 
after being buried in damp forest soil for 
almost fifty years. 

One of the most common Lincoln 
forgeries involves the President's letter 
of consolation to Mrs. Lydia Bixby, upon 
learning of her loss of five sons who 
"died gloriously on the Held of battle." An 
eloquent and moving tribute to the price 
one family paid during the time of war, 
the famous Bixby letter even became an 
Inspiration for characters In the popular 
J 999 movie "Saving Private Ryan." 

The original copy of the letter has 
never been found. One of Lincoln's secre
taries, John Hay, claimed at various times 
authorship of the original or a rough 
draft.S Copies are ubiquitous and appear 
nicely framed at flea markets and in sou
venir shops. An early forgery, crudely 
made compared to the President's hand
writing, was once owned by autographs 
dealer Charles Hamilton.6 

Lincoln's handwriting is regarded as 
the most commonly and easily forged of 
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all U.S. presidents. Some master forgers, including Joseph Cosey 
(who had a stockpile of the same blue "Monnier's paper" Lincoln 
favored for legal writings), Charles Weisberg, Eugene Field II (in 
later partnership with another Lincoln forger, Harry D. Sickles), 
and Henry Cleveland have, at times, produced material both 
remarkable in quality and plausibility. Some forgeries of 
Cleveland were even assumed authentic and used by John 
Nicolay and John Hay in their book Abraham Lincoln Collected 
~ published in 1894. 

And what about that Lincoln insurance document? When the 
sale closed without bidders, the dealer was approached regard
ing the provenance and veracity of the item. He began his own 
research and sheepishly admitted the problem upon learning the 
paper was fake. He was commended for his honesty, but collec
tors once again were reminded that without guaranty and docu
mentation, the only truth may be in the Latin cavea/ emptor. -Rr-

I 

Footnotes: 

1. Dr. Richard D. Mudd, Saginaw, Michigan. personal conversation with the 
author. July 1998. As recently as 12 December 1980 The Washington Starinter
viewed a patient at the Hampton, Virginia Veteran's Hospital claimi11g to be 
Booth's grandson. This individual's name? John Wilkes Booth, Jr. 
2. Affidavit of LawrenC1! Keeler and C. W. Muehlberger, dated 18 July 1936. 
Original in Otto Eisenchlml papers, James Wills Bofllnger Lincoln Collection, 
University of Iowa Library, Iowa City, Iowa. 
3. Carl Sandburg later (and incorrectty) described this as an axe handle In his 
biographies or both Abraham Lincoln and collector Oliver Barrett. One wag has 
claimed that through the years by giving credence to Inaccuracies, Sandburg has 
done more damage to Lincoln than John Wilkes Booth! 
4. See also: Lincoln Centennial Association, "More Light on Lincoln and Ann 
Rutledge," in Bulletin No. 12, 1 September 1928, Springfield, IL 

5. One of the earliest skeptics regarding Lincoln authorship of the Bixby letter was 
Nicholas Murray Butler, who devoted a chapter on the subject in his book~ 
Busy Years. See also "The Bewildering Blunder," In Lincoln lore, 14 October 1940. 
6. Hamilton, Charles. Great Forgers and Famous Fakes. Lakewood, co. 
Glenbridge Publishing Ltd .. 1996. 
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"A SPECIAL 

FOURTH" 
Donald L. Ackerman 

B ack In the late eighteenth-century, 
John Adams predicted that 
Americans would take special 
efforts to celebrate the anniver

sary of the Declaration of Independence 
on July 4th. His prediction proved pre
scient and the tradition has, for the most 
part, remained unbroken since those 
early days. 

Celebrations held during the turmoil 
of the Civil War must have been bitter
sweet, at best. With the country torn 
asunder, perhaps permanently, people 
must have fell that the legacy left to them 
by the founding fathers had been squan
dered. To quote a popular aphorism of 
the time, they uhad been weighed in the 
balance and found wanting." 

With the end of hostilities and reuni
fication, the "Fourth" was restored to its 
pre-war status. If anything, it took on 
additional significance for the great mass 
of people, both veterans and civilians, 
who had survived the crucible of four 

OF THS: 

years of strife and sacrifice. 
The shocking and numbing climax of 

the ordeal had been the assassination of 
President Lincoln. The mourning period 
had been prolonged, universal (through
out the North), and intense. Despite con
tinuing plans for monuments and memo
rials, it eventually ran its course. 

July 4, 1865 was a time for celebra
tion. lt represented the first time in five 
years where Americans celebrating 
Independence Day did so within a united 
country. Although we don't have specific 
accounts of the particulars of that day, as 
they occurred throughout the country, 
we do have some material culture that 
bears witness to the event. Numerous 
ribbon/badges were produced that 
depict both George Washington and 
Abraham Lincoln. Typically, they have 
two dates imprinted - July 4, 1776 and 
July 4, 1865. At war's end in 1865, 
Washington and Lincoln were coupled in 
graphic depiction, especially on cartes
de-visite and lithographs. Washington 
was extolled as the "Father of Our 
Country'' while Lincoln was lauded as the 
"Savior of Our Country" (the appellations 
"Father" and "Savior" having a religious 
connotation appropriate to the Victorian 
period - "Savior" being significant in light 
of Lincoln's martyrdom). While many of 
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these items were issued during the peri
od of mourning (though some, we 
belleve, was celebratory of war's end and 
predate the assassination), the July 4th 
ribbons are a different matter. These lack 
the black mourning borders, somber col
ors, and dates of death. In fact, they tend 
to be rather colorful, and the national 
colors of red, white, and blue mainly fea
tured. The inference in relation to the 
two presidents is the same as with simi
lar mementoes. Washington is honored 
as the father of our country - the key fig
ure, above aJI others, to whom credit for 
establishing the United States as a uni
fied country is due. Likewise, Lincoln is 
honored as the individual responsible for 
reunifying the country, despite great 
odds and obstacles. The two are viewed 
in the same light and deemed worthy of 
equal reverence. Although not all 
Washington-Lincoln ribbons are dated, 
we feel they were all issued at the same 
time in 1865, during this special July 4th 
celebration. New varieties appear from 
time to time, so our grouping is by no 
means definitive. While it is likely they 
were produced throughout the North, 
most examples probably originated in 
Philadelphia, site of Independence Hall, 
and the city most associated with the 
Fourth of July. ~ 
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A 'Two-Bit Effort' : 
A Lincoln Monument that Never Was 13421, ~ ~ 

Robert J Chandler 

I n 1897, members of Lincoln Post No. 1 of the Grandi Army of 
the Republic, founded on May 27, 1867, sought to place a 
monument "to show our esteem for the Great War President," 
Abraham Lincoln, in San Francisco's Golden Gate Park. 

The leading lights of the Lincoln Monument League 
were President William W. Stone, a city school principal since 
1874 and past GAR post commander, then serving as Principal of 

'~ • •. ., 

.• . 
,,. . _- -J..da~ 

~""'1". ,(_t,t,;,l;,,_,-,,,,,1,1(.11,~ 

t[__.;;;.) 1f-t~~ ✓;"! oil! 
the Burnett Primary School; 
Secretary Ferdinand .I. Beck, a 
sub-clerk at the Post Office; 
Treasurer C. Mason Kinne, an 
insurance agent; and 
Quartermaster Eugene Wiegand, 
who long held that position in the 
Grand Army's California 

extended his invitation to members Imbued with the social 
gospel. After all, Lincoln breathed the sentiments of Christian 
charity and good will, "a spirit which would ameliorate the con
dition of the down trodden." Stone closed his appeal with those 
timeless words contained in the peroration of Lincoln's Second 
Inaugural Address. 

Evidently, though, nothing can1e of this proposal. It has no 
:-~ I:~ t"-::;-_•.!=" mention in Raymond H. Clary's exhaustive history, The Making 

h~" ~ i:'---z~ of Golden Gate Park: The Early Years: 1865-1906 (published 
ru-~ ~~ttl --- ----- 1980). Perhaps the only things 
~ifi:.. F §m w ..... -=- ''·":;,_ o.••--~- remaining to show for all their 

tJ.,,otn .Monmrrtul "[ngut. . ~ efforts are the four pieces of related 
Af' . ,-,_,,..:9.- "'/he "- - • ephemera pictured here.-~ 

Department. The advisory , ,,.1,,,. ,,,? /~ - c/.,, ~ , 
board Contal·ned many of IM ,/ t-k.., µ.:4., ,..1,.1.~,,.- _,, , ,, I. 772:~ -UP-~ -~-OQllll.,r.i,.,-,~-a-~"'•·••U..•- ..... 
San Francisco's notables, u' ~,, c ..,,_ r...,-_.;_ " " ::,:;:· ... ~~.!:..."'!;:..::~:c:r 

Friday, May 28, 1897, ~-::, ~ _,__ tf;i.,, ,-,~~ ,I ,e Llncoln Monu'.1'ent Leogue. -~:.=::;-- _ .., -, "__, • _, 
was "Lincoln Day" in the ~~--=,,..,..1.~1i.c..,..,..._ •• , .. ,~~c...•,...·•"" -

/ t,. ✓, -;.( 1,..,/n~ A,CIMbMlf("~~, city schools. Veterans /►c:t.( "' ,__.....,... fAt. A............i• .. ~11'1 .... •--· An••·· r.lJJl[OUI r, .• ~Nq,Ct/llll/,adt,wlJ,c/tJ""" '"-" ..... 

. '~,-.I- ~-c:..~._!°~~~,_~._:...~~it::': t;-u~rM't;;::.:;,::-1ut11w•~~~~ft. 
entertamed the scholars ''JrtJr~ ~-i:.:=.:.:-..:.=.:t.tct'-':,'::.C.:: 
with reminiscences of L ,r; n,: ✓.. -'A .:.:.=..-..:::,'c.=.;~::C:::.:~ ..,_, (-, ~•- ·-- -qt-" 

• • • • V°; f' ~~ '/; ~•;:;::..,111e_,r;e«-\;::~-- t. It I - ,1__ • J'l-rJ. Jtf~ V.f Lmcoln and his times. ,-..-,i-,,w, •. _,L.,..' .. ___ ,._ ~ 
,-.....~-•'°:':J',,,_ .. -.t.._l_)' 

"Every young heart --- ~-::-:.r,:=r..: v .• :..-;:.""...,;:::-,., .. .=,;.:: 
should beat in unison with the sentiment which aims to per- :J~_"-;5;?.:,,..,...\..:,...,,....,. _.. 

h f Ab ah L• I " S I ' d ,_ w., ""..,,.. •u-i. """ " .. - ...,. -1 

I 

petuate t e memory o r am mco n, tone proc aime . ~.:=.':.~t",!:.::-~•'"': 
for only 25 cents (two bits), the Lincoln Monument League l:".:.':!".:':=':.::'l::C.,"=,._'"'::.~~ .. 
issued a "certificate of membership, handsome enough to .............. •-""· 

,.,.,~ W,W'"-,. 

frame," which bore "an excellent likeness of Mr. Lincoln."' ,.___,,_,_,,__, __ 
When the Societies of Christian Endeavor of the World i!r~·,......,.~:-,=.-;..~" 

met in San Francisco between July 7 and 12, 1897, Stone nrlF~-1--•----- --=---L...C.l-=--=-==-i-1 

Scupltor John Mc:Clarey with his l~e-size statue and the 
reduced version, or "rraquette." available to contributors. 

E fforts are now underway to raise money for the education fund of the Lincoln-Douglas Debate 
Museum in Charleston. Illinois. Their mission is "To preserve the Lincoln-Douglas Debate Site; 
to interpret the landmarks associated with Abraham Lincoln's life; and to actively encourage 

and promote the dissemination of authentic Information regarding his visits to Charleston for the 
enrichment of present and future generations." The fund-raiser is tied-in with the creation of a life-sized 
sculpture of Lincoln and Douglas facing off--a new work by noted sculptor and Lincoln historian John 
McClarey. Entitled "A House Divided." each figure In the final sculpture wlll be cast separately. Lincoln 
and Douglas stand beside halves of a great rock, symbolizing the Union split asunder by the question 
of slavery. When completed, the statue will be placed adjacent to the Museum in Charleston, within 100 
yards of the debate site. Between now and the end of September, reduced versions of the sculpture 
standing 8 1/2" in height (called "maquettes"), limited to 30 copies, will be made available to the pub
lic. Donors giving $1,000 or more will each receive one of these, with the funds generated earmarked 
for the museum's education fund. For those interested In helping this worthy cause (and themselves In 
the bargain!), please contact Corinne Russell, Director of Tourism, Charleston Area Chamber of 
Commerce & Tourism Office, 501 Jackson Avenue, Charleston, IL 61920. Tel. 217-348-0430. 
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LETTERS 
i~EDITOR 

Dear Rail Split/er. 

I am interested in an informal appraisal of an item I received 
from my great aunt. She is 93 years old. My relatives all lJved and 
worked in the Washington DC area. All of them worked in the 

government in one capacity 
or another. My great uncle 
Thaddeus Davis was a guard 
at the White House. He 
worked for the Metropolitan 
Police Force and was detailed 
there. He would be too young 
to have worked there during 
Lincoln's time, but this item is 
said to have been a gilt from 
the White House. l am inter
ested in whether or not it 
indeed could have come from 
the "Lincoln" White House. I 
have no other information on 
its provenance. I include pic
tures and measurements. It 
does not have any markings 
that I can discern on the bot
tom. There is some wearing 
away of the flowers on the 
front. Thank you for any infor
mation you can give me. 

Sincerely, 
Laura M. Sinclair 

Appleton, Wl 

[.Eilit,Qr: Your 6" ceramic watering can is quite pretty. We have 
never seen it before, so can provide no definitive information. We 
do, however, have an opinion. Lincoln was not in the habit of giv
ing gifts such as this. We can't envision someone at the White 
House giving your great uncle a gift as historically significant as 
this one ·seems" to be. If it was legit, there would certainly be 
some written provenance that accompanied it. The recipient 
would have cherished it and preserved the documentation that it 
came with. Looking at the item objectively (without being influ
enced by the details of your family history), it appears to be a 
souvenir watering can, circa 1900, from Lincoln, Nebraska. Get it? 
A Present...from Lincoln! Very lovely-probably worth $250-350.] 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

As always, reading your fascinating publication is one of the 
joys of collecting Lincolnia. Your Winter 2001 issue just received 
a few days ago and felt compelled to write regarding the feature 

story Cassius Marcellus Clay: Kentucky Visionary or Villain? I 
regret that my critique of an element of that story may cast a 
shadow on the credibility of the whole account. 

I have been hard at work these past two years on a manu
script, nearing completion, on the legend, myth, and folklore of 
the much maligned bowie knile, a weapon that is a common 
(compound) noun in the English language. Debunking much of 
the fabrications, distortions and fiction that have grown 
whiskers over the near two centuries, and continue to perpetu
ate themselves, has been the most satisfying phase of my 
research. 

As for Clay's authorship of an often reported manual 
(~essay") The TechnoJow of Bowie Knife Fighting, there is no evi
dence of any type to indicate that such a manual was published 
in any book. pamphlet, monograph, journal, periodical or other 
form. As a matter of fact, despite all the documented and ficti
tious literature of the 19th century about Jim Bowie and the 
bowie knife, no mention was ever made of any such manual. It 
first seems to have entered the bowie mythology in the mid-20th 
century. Like much of the "romantic" or "bloodcurdling" bowie 
mythology (depending on one's persuasion) the Technique of 
Bowie Knife Fjghtjng story has proven Just too good not to men
tion by those writing about either Clay or Jim Bowie. 

At the risk of appearing to free-load an advertisement, 
please accept this offer to pay SI ,000 (as openers) for a copy of 
Technique of Bowie Knife Fjghting published during Clay's life
time, or $100 for a 20th century reprint of same! 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

Very truly yours, 
Norm F'layderman 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

1 especially enjoyed your issue of F'all 2000. On page 13, I can 
clear up some of the mystery about the two church checks writ
ten by Abraham Lincoln. Lincoln was a generous supporter of 
churches, although he, himself, never joined one! He gave a 
check to the Second Presbyterian Church or Springfield, but he 
did not belong. His wife joined the First Presbyterian Church on 
April 13, 1852, and Lincoln bought a family pew-not rented it as 
is commonly thought. He also gave money to the Second 
Portuguese Church which was Presbyterian. A large group of 
these people had come to Springfield after having been driven 
out of Catholic countries because they were Protestants. Many 
settled in Springfield and Jacksonville. 

Those curious may consult my book, Abraham Linco)n: 
From Skeptic to Prophet (Mayhaven, 1995). It is from all original 
research. Lincoln also contributed to the Baptist faith, etc. 

+ 

Cordially, 
Wayne C. Temple, Ph. D. 

Springfield, IL 
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Dear Rail Splitter: 

Your recent and informative article: "Cassius Marcelnus Clay: 
Kentucky Visionary or Villain?'' was read with avid interest. In 
addition, I can answer the mystery of the "whereabouts of Clay's 
Papers" that you referred to. The truth is lhat more than five 
hundred (500) letters, comprising the Cassius Marcellus Clay 
Papers belong to the special collections housed at the Abraham 
Lincoln Library and Museum, of Lincoln Memorial University in 
Harrogate, Tennessee. The University, founded in 1897 by Union 
General Oliver Otis Howard and Congregationalist Minister Rev. 
Myers, is adjacent to historic Cumberland Gap, where Cassius 
Clay's uncle, the great orator and statesman, Henry Clay once 
delivered an address. 

The Cassius Marcellus Clay Papers are chiefly comprised of 
unpublished letters sent to Cassius Marcellus Clay from 19th 
century statesmen and other notable personalities such as 
Horace Mann, Fanny Kemble, Zachariah Chandler, Charles 
Sumner, J.R. Grant (father of Union General Ulysses S. Grant), 
Salmon P. Chase, Abraham Lincoln, George Francis Train, and 
Gustavus V. Fox. Diplomatic correspondence of Clay's diplomat
ic period as Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia also forms part of 
lhe collection. 

More information about the historic collection is available 
via lhe museum's homepage link to the research collection: 
www.lmunet.edu/museum. 

In my opinion, General Clay was a great visionary rather 
than a villain, and that his many achievements were motivated 
by a fiery ambition combined witb uncommon zest for life. 

Leanne Garland 
Archivist-Librarian 
Abraham Lincoln Library and Musewn 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

The Winter 2000 (Vol. 6, No. 2) issue of your splendid little 
journal had two items that caught my eye. The first was the note 
on White House visitors who saw Lincoln's ghost. Another view
er of Lincoln seems to have been Blaze Starr, the stripper and 
mistress of Louisiana Governor Earl Long. In a letter (which I 
hope is not a hoax - I bought it at auction) Blaze described a tor
rid night in bed with John F. Kennedy, during which time she saw 
Lincoln In a corner of lhe room. 

The second Item was that of Cot. Geza Mihalotzy. He is one 
of the fifty court-martialed colonels in my recent book, 
Tarnished Eagles. Mihalotzy had a fort named after him. but it is 
now under a suburban home at 221 Boynton Terrace, 
Chattanooga. The president of the court-martial board that tried 
him was Brig. Gen . .lames A. Garfield. 

Best regards, 

Thomas P. Lowry 
Woodbridge, VA 
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[ fu!.l.tQ.r: Thanks Io r 
the compliment 
which harkens back 
to one of Lincoln's 
greatest admirers, 
Theodore Roosevelt. 
Fortunately, our jour
nal has lasted longer 
than the Spanish
American War! Ms. 
Starr seems to be 
engaged in a "cottage 
industryn of produc
ing these letters as 
quite a few have now 
appeared in the mar
ket. As to their verac
ity, who can say? 
Blaze and JFK were contemporaries and the liaison she 
describes may have occurred, or it may be a barely-concealed 
attempt at titillation. (Pun intended.) II it's a true story, "Old 
Abe" was probably saying to himself "Where was Blaze Starr 
when l needed her?" As for JFK. his immediate comment might 
have been ~Next!"] 

Dear Rail Splitter: 

lt,lllftAHIIMAI - - • Thought you might --~~ ■ ==.... 
appreciate this rare 
Lincoln item I just discov
ered on a cross-country 
trip to attend an A.P.1.C. 
convention! 
appears that 01 

0 
Abe is as popu 
lar as ever! II.I~ 
Enjoy! Enjoy! ~ 

- rfl!IJ'lfJJi!JJ :t/!J!..rph./vf 
Mark D. Evans -=---~~ 
Avon, NY 

[~: This qualifies as a new category of Lincolniana - top
pings! God knows how many of these we've inadvertanUy eaten!] 

Little 'MAC' 
b 11• a.n-nd, la kll '1111'
ta:ra:a LU •01111AI &ftu Lbt 
lllt.daa 1 ....,.hiq to N la· 
ftl~ •f ~• nnli. V \b 
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pan nzu, n rm 
J'l<DI%, 

VALLANDIGHAM &~ 
~hot. TIU, L._ ,wn, du 
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In The Marketelace 
T

his item tailed to meet the reserve with bidding that reached $14,100 one-Bay. It was listed as: 
"Abraham Lincoln Funeral Coach - Authentic ... a truly once-In-a-lifetime opportunity to own a piece 
of American history. On the morning of April 15, 1865, after the assassination of Abraham Lincoln, 
the 16th President of the United States by John Wilkes Booth at the Ford Theater in Washington, 

DC, the body of President Abraham Lincoln was loaded in Compound Unit No. 1, the funeral coach hearse 
made in Baltimore, MD. in 1850 and taken to the Capitol. The next morning the body was taken to the White 
House. Then, on April 17, the President's body was loaded in the funeral coach and taken to the train sta
tion where it was loaded on a B&O train for Mr. Lincoln's final journey to Springfield, IL. An emergency 
stop was made in Harpers Ferry, WV, and the body and funeral coach were unloaded. When repairs to the 
train were completed the following day, Mr. Lincoln's body was placed once again on the train. The coach w,__.;;:;....,_.....,...,_L.J,__._ 

nearse was left behind at a local mortuary ... the Government of the United States Instructed the Harpers 
Ferry mortuary to dispose of the funeral coach. Eventually, the hearse was sold to a mortuary in St. Thomas, PA and was later sold in the 
1920's to a Dunkard family. The last owner acquired the coach in 1991 and restored it according to its original condition. This magnificent his
torical artifact has been kept covered in a private and secluded building until now ... Disclaimer: (we) act as agent for seller and are not respon
sible tor errol'S or omissions relative to the information provided by seller and/or their agent..." Well ... considering that there ls NO truth to 
the story whatsoever - the funeral train never stopped at Harper's Ferry - we can understand the disclaimer! What we have here is a neat, 
Victorian-era hearse. worth about $2,500. that someone has decided should be worth - given the story told - much morel 

A I Anderson's political auctions continue to thrive, offering a larger per
centage of 19th century and three-dimensional items than previously. 
His February sale had two Lincoln ribbons. A simple, yet elegant, 1860 

white silk ribbon depicting "Honest Abe" sold for $3.250 while an 1864 "Peace 
Commissioners" ribbon on rose with a local Rhode Island tie-In ("Pequea, 
Providence, and Martic Delegation") negotiated a more than reasonable 
(downright cheap!) price of $3,025. 

T his interesting matchsafe, 2 3/4" tall. from 
The Republican Club of East Orange, NJ, 
issued by Whitehead & Hoag Co., recently 

sold on e-Bay: $415. 

S tack's was a major buyer at the Zabriskie Sale. They paid very strong 
prices - over retail, in our opinion. They placed a series of full-page ads in 
east coast antique publications, offering some of their Zabriskie acquisitions. It's 

possible they felt the quality of the offerings would attract new. affluent collectors. It's 
also possible they felt that when you buy quality, you can't go Nrong - just mark it 
up and let it sell itself. We don't know how much was sold as a result of the ads; 
however, some of the same pieces showed up in their January Americana Sale. Of the 
five Zabriskie pieces listed, only one sold above cost. We'll feature three, indicating first 
the price realized at the Zabriskie sale and, secondly, what it just sold for: a brilliant proof 
specimen of DeWitt AL -1860-6 in silver ($2, 750/$1,300); a brilliant proof specimen of 
DeWitt AL -1860-28 in silver ($2,475/$1.500); and a brilliant proof specimen of DeWitt 
AL-1860-38 in silver ($2.750/$1,800). The moral of this tale? You can't transpose 
Lincoln collectibles into other collecting disciplines; or, ignore the market at your peril! • 
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0 n University Archives' fixed-price list: "Abraham Lincoln courts the 
Shogun ... A remarkable diplomatic archive which ties East to West at the 
time of the Civil War. It includes two Lincoln signed documents appointing 

the Minister of Japan, 1861 & 1862. This archive was acquired directly from rela-
tives of Robert H. Pruyn, Lincoln's appointee as the resident Minister to Japan. II 
was Oliver Hazard Perry, Townsend Harris (Pruyn·s predecessor), and Pruyn who 
laid the foundation of what has been termed the 'Traditional Friendship of America 
and Japan.' When Townsend Harris resigned, William Seward consulted with 
Lincoln and made a strong personal request to make Pruyn his replacement. Pruyn 
arrived In April ol 1862 and was immediately conveyed In the Shogun's steam 
yacht Emperor. a gilt of the British government. Pruyn's presence in Japan was, from the start, 
crucial - yet on thin ice. If Perry opened the gates of Japan, and Harris threw them wide open, ~-~--
then Pruyn deserves credit for keeping them partially ajar. Many treaties were negotiated during 
Pruyn's stay. Also included are personal artifacts owned by Pruyn, including his contemporary 
Tokyo street map, which he would have no doubt needed to get around!" $29,850. • ,1; 

D awson's Auctions of both New Jersey 
and Florida sold this 16" patinated 

bronze study, signed ''Daniel Chester French, " last 
month. The handsome piece brought $15,000 plus a 
buyer's premium of 17%. 

G 
uernsey's of NYC sold the John M. Bracken Collection of U.S. Militaria in January. The venue, the New York Historical 
Society, was certainly atypical. It's our favorite museum - but the temptation to wander off and view the Society's hold
ings and thereby be distracted from the auction, was irresistible. Publicity in several trade publications indicated that 

the sate was "forced," necessitated by a lawsuit in which Mr. Bracken was accused of selling fake items to a well-heeled collector 
over the course of several years. This sale consisted of militaria ranging from the Revolution through the Spanish-American War. 

~ 
The bulk of the collection. though, focused on the Civil War - everything from a small uniform button to a 6,500 lb. cannon. Many 
of the lots had solid provenance belonging to famous combatants from both sides. Others Items were more ·'problematic" with 
claims hard to substantiate. Unfortunately for us, there was almost no Lincolniana. However: the classic Middleton chromolitho
raphs of Llncoln and Jeff Davis sold for $250 and $750 respectively. (Isn't it curious how Northern companies like Middleton in 

incinnati and Abbott in New York produced images of Confederate leaders - even during the War?) A cased pair of pistols that "pur· 
portedly" belonged to Jefferson Davis (thin on the provenance) was "hammered" down for a whopping $140,000. And, our favorite 
piece. a really handsome porcelain pipe with raised profile of "Gen. Fremont" (possibly an 1864 campaign item) realized $1 .800. 

Ken and Jean Owings (Antiques Americana] of North Dighton, MA consistently issue fixed-price catalogs offering fun mate· 
rial. Their latest included some 600 pieces of ephemera. Problem is. as stated in previous reports. If you don't get their cat

alog the first day, luhgeddaboutit! Some examples from the recent list: an 1859 Simon CamerQn for President 31 ·page pamphlet for 
$55: an 1864 pro-Union pamphlet signed by Lincoln's Secretary of the Treasury, W. P. Fassenden for $35: an 1862 copy of Lt. 
General Grant's March for $24.50: an 1865 letter to a soldier commenting on Lincoln's funeral and Indicating that shooting Booth Is 
"too good for him, he should be roasted over a slow fire" for $95; and a Civil War token picturing Liberty with the words "Liberty 
And No Slaves" for $55. Seems like the Owings waste an awlul lot of money sending out catalogs unnecessarily. Wouldn't it be a 
lot easier to Just send EVERYTHING our way? We would be happy to take it alt! Just a thought. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 
D argate Auctions of Pittsburgh 

sold this "Lincoln mourning 
pin" m their January sale. B rian & Maria Green of Kernersville, NC Issue f1Xed-prlce 

catalogs. Their specially Is Civil War memorabilia, con• 
sisting of autographs, soldiers letters, currency, 

stamps, covers, and documents. Besides Issuing lists, they 
also exhibit at several Civil War and autograph shows. Some 
current offerings: a card signed ty Jeff Davis for $695; a 
clipped signature of Col. Blsworth for $1,395; a Check Signed 
as President by Ulysses S. Grant and endorsed by the payee, 
Medal of Honor winner, Gen. Newton M. Curtis for S1 .750; a 
Minnesota civilian's letter from 1861 stating "Everyone Is 
delighted with Mr Lincoln and General Scott. All Minnesota Is 
in favor of putting down the Rebellion." for $210; and, a •new 
one" on us. a Confederate States 'Oath of Allegiance· form. 
circa 1862, In which the adjuror sv.ears allegiance to the CSA 
Constitution (obviously not the same Oath of Allegiance that 
Lincoln was constantly referring to In his cockamamie notes) 
for $140. 

D avid Lesser of Woodbridge, CT issues ... what else? ... 
fixed-price catalogs. His "header" •· A Catalogue of 
Significant and Unusual Imprints Relating to 

America. Hey, somebody's got to sell the good stuff! Dave's 
catalog is extremely well researchet The items are described 
per1ectly and accompanied by appropriate background mater· 
Ial. Only problem is, it's hard to oescribe his items briefly
there·s a story behind each one! For $350 you can buy an 1864 
pamphlet (In the Court of Appeals. Argument On The 
Const,tutionallty and Construction of the 'Riot Act' of 1855.) 
issued in the aftermath of the 1863 Draft Riots dealing with a 
law that required New York City to pay property damages in 
case of a riot (today, they wouldn't assume liability for a flat tire 
from a pot-hole, least of all a riot. By the way, somebody once 
read me the "Riot Act". but I don't recall the details.) For S175, 
you can buy an 1860 William Lloyd Garrison pamphlet Anti· 
Slavery Tracts No. 4. New Series. The New 'Reign of Terror' In 
the Slaveholding States. For 1859-60 in which the author con• 
eludes "The despotism of Russia does not parallel the despo• 
!ism of South carollna ... (under these circumstances) Of what 
value is the Union?" Good question. There were Northern 
secessionists back then. too. For $150 you can buy a pro
McClellan tor President pamphl9t from Philadelphia (An 
Address to the 'People· of the Several Sovereign States of the 
United Stites, On the Frauds Committsd On Their Elective 
Franchise. Under Official Orders. and the Dan(Jt!r of the People 
Being Reduced to Mere Serfs to a Tyrant Despot. Under the 
Pretext of Negro Freedom ... ) In which the author asserts 
Lincoln & Co. are In league with "black negro heathens." 
Finally, tor $400 you can buy a cop( of the firebrand speech by 
William Yancey that precipitated the breakup of the ... 
Democratic National Convention in Charleston, April 28th, 
1860. With The Protest of the Alabama Dele{Jation. Oh, for the 
good or days of politics! Today's convention speeches are all 
warm and fuzzy. Yuck! 

-.-:,.,y 
~~ ,t'!f;J:. 

Consigned by a photography collector, it j 
contained a ferrotype portrait n a gold-filled locket, with 
a black bow attached at the top -- hammered down for 
S550 to a floor bidder at one advance against "the book " 

T his outstanding COV, autographed twice, pictures 
one of the North's Civil War heroes, Army officer 
Francis (Frank) E. Brownell. Brownell. 1840-94, a 

native of Troy New York. achieved fame at the beginning of 
the Civil War, in May of 1861, when he shot and killed James 
William Jackson of Alexandria, VA, the killer of Zouave Col. 
timer Ellsworth of the 11th New York l11la11hy. Private 

Brownell became a hero for revenging 
Ellsworth's death during the incident at 
Alexandria's Marshall House hotel - he 
would later be honored with the Medal of 
Honor. As detailed In an issue of Harper's 
Weekly (June 15, 1861): 'He is a son of 
Charles Brownell. county Superintendent 

------------ of the Poor. and is as modest as he has 
proved himself to be brave and cool. He is a member of Engine Company No. 1, of 
this city. and gave up a lucrative situation to enter the ranks of Colonel Ellsworth's 
regiment as a private soldier. All honor to him and to the cause in which he Is 
engaged· According to the same account, immediately after Ellsworth's death. 
Brownell telegraphed his father the following: "FATHER. • Colonel Ellsworth was shot 
dead this morning. I killed his murderer. FRANK.' Brownell was commissioned direct· 
ly into the regular service as a second lieutenant and then promoted to first lieu
tenant serving in that rank until leaving the army two years later This carte, by 
Silsbee, Case & Co. of Boston. sold last month on e·Bay for $1,850. 

T his old glass perfume bottle 
almost 4" tall from base to 
cap, includes an old paper 

label that reads: 'WIDE AWAKE PER· 
FUME PHILA. NOVELTY PERFUME Co. 
BEAN & VAIL BROS.' When asked ~y a 
fellow Rat/ Splitter who found the piece at 
an antique mall if this somehow relates to Lincoln, 
we had to answer in the negative. Use of the term 'Wide Awake' 
pre-dates 1860 with numerous uses well into the 20th century -
often connoting associations and products ... from clock makers 
to various fraternal organizations This 'lantern; while quite 
handsome, most likely doesn't have any political association 
whatsoever. Still... a fun display piece well worth the $27 paid I 

Oan and Lize Rowe. autograph dealers from Tamworth, NH, do business as "The 
Written Word.• Their most recent fixed-price catalog offered: a Gideon Welles free
franked "Navy Dept. Bureau of Provisions & Clothing" envelope for $150, a 
McClellan canceled check for $350 (aren't you only supposed to hold canceled 
checks for ten years?), and an 1854 Jeff Davis ALS, wrlten as Pierce's Sec. of War 
to a lady complaining that her husband was posted to California Instead of St. Louis 
(boy, have times changed!), $2,250 
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Matthew Bennett, Inc., the Baltimore-based philatelists, held a sale in New York in January that 
included: an 1860 Lincoln campaign cover Inscribed In Ink "Hurrah for Old Abe!" then "vandal
ized" by a partisan postal employee who drew a lme down Lincoln's face making it look like he 

had a cracked skull ($900}; a Confederate cover postmarked Athens. Georgia. employing a seldom seen 8-
star CSA flag design (S2, 100}; and a ·confederate States Armory, Asheville, N. C." cover addressed to CSA 
Vice-President Alexander Stephens in Richmond, VA ($900). This same auction house had occasion to also 
sell a notable autograph collection. Kenneth Laurence, President of the Manuscript Society, recently and 
unexpectedly, passed away. At the sale, a two-page ALS by Jefferson Davis. April 18, 1861, addressed to the 
President of the South Carolina Convention, D. F. Jamison, thanking him for the resolution of the convention 
tendering its "unqualified support" for Davis as first provisional President of the Confederacy. Written from 
the first capitol at Montgomery, this piece of history sold for $14,500. An ALS by Robert E. Lee, just after 
assuming command of the Army of Northern Virginia in 1862, to his counterpart, General George McClellan, 
inquiring about a captured Confederate naval officer while admitting that the cargo of ammunition taken from 
the officer's ship was Intended for Confederate use reached S67,500. Also, a Letter Signed by Robert E. 
Lee, to Col. H. B. Davidson at Staunton. VA, discussing Confederate intelligence related to troop move- • \I 
ments, sold for $14,000. Lee pondered the disposition of General Burnsides' forces approaching ~ .I 
Fredericksburg planning to cross the Rappahannock River, an attack that never took place due to bad • • :. " 

" • •• ,c,.a ✓~-(e., 

·- ~ 

~~.~~--,,. 
oruCJA.£ ., Jturu., 

weather. A lovely four-language ship's paper signed by Lincoln and Seward for the barque Waverly, a ' l w ~/...... • ,It,,. ;,y .fb. ~--., 
whaling ship sunk two months after the close of the Civil War by the Confederate raider Shenandoah sold -·'\! r, --p . .,t'. 

6 

l for $8,000. A Document Signed by Robert E. Lee, known as , ~ 1
• ·" ,;,~~.:':! ... :.' ~, ;.:!:.:: f 11~ ·,~;; "'° .1-.r: . ,..,. .,, . "General Order No. 9," issued In the aftermath of Lee's J : • 'I c r .. .,;./,,. ~ .,.,. "-

.,,, • ✓...., :H, Surrender at Appomattox. may have been an original draft or • \J ~ 
<:-"" ,.,___.,__ . ,_... a souvenir copy signed by Lee in later years. Several museums ---"------------1 

,.J;-~ -L-- - ..., (._ "' . claim to have the original draft. According to the catalog, souvenir copies were written on 1 1/2 to 2 pages. This 
~ 

1'%.:...? :;::.,-r,~. ~~ ~:;,__.-::-: :. ' copy is one page on blue paper, and has provenance Indicating It was given to Lee's bodyguard. Thomas 
~- .,,_;, -;;.; ~-4~::.:..~-,;;~ Henderson, who was present at Appomattox. In almost non-legible condition, it failed to sell. The collection also 
.. ,,...,,...", - ·~ - _, ,...._..,._ Included two pay-warrants from the State of Illinois dating to the 1840s - one signed by Lincoln, the other by 

-, - ~- ~--- ,11,..,_.. ... 

- • - - .. • ...,..... .ca, ,- • Stephen Douglas. Similar documents have appeared at auction from time to time and ~ave been replevmed by 
~.::-) ''I: fi_:.. ;, •-·-. r:_ - h,..... the State of Illinois. (Two Lincolns were withdrawn from the Dan Weinberg-Leslie Hindman Civil War auction five 
"- " - r .... ;..-:;:_ ·;;_:,._.,. ·:-... - Y ) years ago: a Lincoln and a Douglas were likewise returned to the State of Illinois after appearing in a Jim Smith 

n-;::,, "z-:~ Remember When auction last year- as reported in this journal.) It is the position of the State of Illinois that all 
,t;..,..._ #. ;.y_1, such documents are their property and were never deaccessioned. They are believed to h3ve been removed from 
.... • ... ~ s. c- State archives in mid· 1940s when research into the financial background of Lincoln was being done by Pratt. 

They first began to appear In the market In the late 1960s. It is the goal of the State of Illinois to eventually recov
er all the missing documents. The Lawrence specimens were withdrawn prior to the sale at the request of Illinois. 

A fun lot failed to sell on e·Bay 
recently ... with bids reach
ing $440 and a reserve in 

excess of that amount. A set of 1860 
stationery with matching cover, both 
touting Lincoln as 'The Cold Water 
Candidate' endorsed by the 
American Temperance movement. A 
letter written August 7th, 1860, by 
M. H. Allardt - Editor of the 

Cleveland-based temperance newspaper The Analyst-to 
Albert M. Edwards, Editor of the Detroit-based temper
ance newspaper The Journal, discussing various strata· 
gems 111 mustenng and maintaining support for the 

.;.., "' . . ·cold water candidates.' Although Lincoln is not men· 
---.: ~- lioned by name in the body of the letter, an advertise-

- ment for 'Lincoln Envelopes' appears on the back of 
the cover. The piece Is postmarked in Cleveland and stamped on front the 

same day the letter was written. Albert M. Edwards became a Captain of the 24th 
Michigan Infantry of Iron Brigade fame and was the surviving senior officer in command 
of the unit after Gettysburg, eventually being promuted to Colonel of the regiment. 

cartes to 
recently trade 
hands: a rare 

Sojorner 
Truth for 

$2,500 and 
Booth with 
colleague, 

S305 

Cunenlt{ offered by Gabe l.mnWl. lib Rare Books: (Lincoln, 
Abrcnm) Takastige. Jono: WAYO KLHN OEN. (Thmel Wes!erD 
and Orienlill F9oole.1 Tokyo. Maj 5. 1872. Three pages, 'Jl por
traits. Each panel Is a Japnse portrcit opposite that of a Westerner 
Yt1lh Cl0COl1l)irT)'I mt bios. Among !hose represented are 
QJmmodole Perry, AIIDds de Tocqueville, ~ wel ~ a portrait of 
Abr.mn l.iml. Nat Isled in Mona;al. tnoealed in '¥P/ 
WeS1arn lllny~.$2.750. 
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In The Marketplace, cont. 

A mericana Week in New York is the occasion for high-Quality material to cross the block 
at the major auction houses -as well as a plethora of shows to attract out-of-town buy
ers. Sotheby's did not have any Lincoln material this time around, but offered an exten

sive collection of Items that belonged to Ulysses S. Grant. consigned by a grandson. These items 
included books from the General's personal library, photographs, and accessories. All significant \ 
military and historical material had long since been disposed of. The library of books, broken Into ----
thirty-six separate lots, were withdrawn from the sale at the eleventh hour. Rumor has it that a private-treaty 
sale was negotiated, enabling the collection to remain Intact. An Inkwell in the shape of an elephant walked off 
for $26,000. A Victorian-style pedestal safe, the same one shown in period photographs of Grant's NYC home 
on 66th Street, cracked $13,200. A whisky flask produced by Tlffany & Co., surprisingly showing little wear, 
failed to sell. Meanwhile, across town at their new Rockefeller Center home, Christie's put its best foot forward 
- showcasing several historical blockbusters. A Renaissance Gothic Revival armchair, part of a set that sup
posedly belonged to the Lincoln White House, used in the dining room, sold. The catalog indicated it was part 
of a set consisting of a dining table, two armchairs. and twelve side chairs. They claim that the ensemble passed 
Intact to Robert Todd Lincoln, thence to his son, Robert Todd Lincoln Beckwith, who sold the group in the early 
1970s. Now ... the only problem is 1hat none of this furniture is Included In the complete 1937 inventory of the contents al Hildene - everything that 

belonged to Robert Lincoln. It makes the story quite suspect - particularly given the magnitude of the historical associa

S elling for $325 on e-Bay: "This Is one of 
the most unusal images I have come 
across of recent date. This beauty 

shows a 116th plate ambrotype of two 
Abraham Lincoln look-a-likes whom appear 
to be brothers on what also appears to be 
Llncoln's presidential Inauguration in 1861. 
On the inside of the case Is a wonderful Folk 
Art sketch of Lincoln with a 
building behind him and the date 
March 4th 1861. The Inscription 
also reads: Long Abe is our 
Man. It may be these young 
Republican men attended his 
first Inauguration? But it is 
apparent they are dressing to 
look like Abraham Lincoln." 

tion. We have no qualms with the provenance after Robert 
Todd Lincoln Beckwith sold the set to a Vermont collector 
- just reservations as to whether or not these came from 
the White House during the Lincoln Administration. 
Regardless, the lovely chair found somewhere to sit for 
$24,000. Also In this sale was an 8 x 11" carved relief 
plaque of Lincoln, inscribed "Carved Nov. 10, 1898 by 
Robert W. Kriner. .. ", depicting Abe with lips tightly 
clenched, against a red, white, and blue American flag. II 
sold for $4,700. A political banner, cataloged as "Circa 
1860, Kentucky Banner Commemorating the Crittendon 
Compromise" was offered. No aspersions on the cataloger 
intended, but he or she was surely overreaching on this 
one! We would have described it as a political convention 
banner, circa 1880. But, nobody at Christie's is offering us 
employment! Hammer price: $7,500. 

0 ccasionally, when 
an auction house 
gets a "huge" price 
for something, it 

draws "out of the wood
work" other examples which 
owners consign hoping for 
"lightening to strike twice." 
Last April, William Ooyle 
Galleries sold a large-folio 
lithograph of Lincoln, atter 
Charles Barry's life-portrait, L 
for $17,200 (reported in 
these pages). Seven months 
later, another example pops 
up - where else? at Doyles! 
With some light discoloration and staining plus trimming into the 
subtitle, this example only managed $4,250 plus 15%. 
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"THE 
LINCOLNPHILE" 
Leidner, Gordon. Lincoln on God 
and Country. (White Mane Books, 
Shippensburg, PA.) 144pps., $19.95. 

Published this past December, lJru:QJ.n 
On God and Country is a worthy entry 
into the field of limited Lincoln biography. 
By way of explanation, limited biography 

attempts to illuminate certain aspects of the subject's life, rather than a 
thorough delineation from cradle to the grave. 

Lincoln On God and Country is not a traditional biography, 
although the beginning chapter contains an abbreviated, jour
neyman biography. This introduction reflects current scholar
ship and is a totally unobjectionable, straightlorward narrative. 

Having established the framework of Lincoln's mortal exis
tence. the author abandons that format and attempts in the fol
lowing chapters to explain some things that were important to 
Lincoln, and thereby give the reader a picture of who Lincoln 
was. The method used consists of a selection of themes, broken 
down into chapters (e.g., Freedom, Presidential Leadership, 
Faith in God). Each chapter contains a selection of writings and 
speeches of Lincoln that relate to the topic. The philosophy 
behind the method is simple - the best way to know a person 
is by reading what that person said, both about himsel[ and 
about the issues that concerned him. This type of "primary 
source" material is superior, more authentic ii you will, than 
conclusions drawn by previous biographers and scholars, or 
statements by contemporaries. 

Although there are eight chapters or topics, it seems that 
the areas of greatest concentration are the issue of slavery (the 
non-realization of the Declaration of Independence's declara
tion that "all men are created equal") and belief in God and our 
subordination to the divine will. The quotes used date from the 
earliest period of Lincoln's political life in the mid-1830s 
through 1865. The majority of the quotes are, by necessity, 
taken from the later period, at which time Lincoln had matured, 
buoyed by events. While many quotes are familiar and routine, 
the majority are less-so, thus avoiding the pitfall of a com
pendium of Lincoln's greatest, most memorable lines. Because 
of this, it's an easy read. After all, Lincoln was an eloquent 
speaker and poetic writer. His words are never stale. 

The inevitable conclusions: Lincoln was a patriotic American who 
believed strongly in the ideals of the Founding Fathers and U1e promise 
of America; he believed in freedom and equality of opportunity; he 
believed in a supreme being who punished transgression and con
trolled our destinies. Knowing His will and being guided by it were 
important considerations for him. 

These deep convictions were obviously a strong compo
nent of Lincoln's personality and humanity, although not the 
complete picture. An unavoidable pitfall of the book is that 
some readers may define Lincoln strictly through these charac
teristics. The objectivity of the book may suffer in the selection 
of the entries. some of which may be chosen solely because 

they coincide with the author's viewpoint. In addition, certain 
entries are taken out of context (even though each has a brief 
"set-up" establishing the origin of the statements). For instance, 
welcoming speeches to groups of theologians obviously contain 
certain political elements, even pandering of a limited nature 
(Lincoln was, after all, a politician). The Thanksgiving Day 
proclamations are likewise suspect - we would be surprised if 
the President actually wrote these, since the language used 
evokes church sermons complete with Biblical references. Even 
ii the President composed them, they were written for a partic• 
ular audience and occasion. 

While we are weary, on the one hand, of the technique of 
accumulating similar statements to reinforce a theme, we 
appreciate their consistency. This consistency demonstrates 
several concerns that guided Lincoln throughout most of his life 
and help to explain him to the modern reader. As the author 
uut~ in hi:; Aftl!rword, Lincoln was a complex man who didn't 
talk much about himself and whom even the closest associates 
didn't fully understand. As an attempt to explain the things that 
motivated and guided Lincoln, as seen through his own words, 
it succeeds fairly well. 

Diggins, John Pabick. 
On Hollowed Ground: Abraham 
Lincoln and the Foundations of 
American History. 
(Yale University Press, New Haven.) 
330pps .. $27.95. 

Being collectors, most of us share 
the characteristic of not throwing any
thing out. Along those lines, I recently 
discovered some of my old college term 
papers. On second reading, they appear 
very scholarly. From the vantage point of thirty years, I find it 
difficult to believe that I even wrote them. O dld, in [act!). The 
style and syntax employed at the time was entirely appropriate, 
but there's no way I could write like that today. And rm thankful for that 
While most of us leave the hallowed halls of academia, some remain 
behind, making it their careers. That's commendable. The problem is, 
some of those career scholars continue to write in that same erudite, 
obtuse style. They never break the mold. As college students, we tai
lored our remarks to a specific audience, the professor. The profession
al scholar Ukewise tailors his remarks to a specific audience; namely, 
other scholars and book reviewers for The New York TlllleS. 

I have to be honest - I did not read this entire book (Cliff 
Notes are unavailable!). And I'm the type of person who will sit 
through a movie until the end, no matter how bad. The same for 
a book. This one is just too dense. Please indulge me by reading 
two brief excerpts that are representative: 

... when one considers the ideas and institutions through 
which hitherto excluded groups have made gains in Americ.a, one 
can hardly ignom that we are living in a rigfus.based po/itiool culture in 
which daims to oppor11.lnity based on the historiool trodition of inalienable 
naturol rights are derived from J..ockean libero/ism. a tradition conspicu
ously absent in the two perspectives that have prevailed in recent histori
ography: classical republicanism and Marxist radicalism 

continued next page 
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Bear with me a little longer ... 

It is curious that hislorians haue ]Oined 
together republicanism and Marxism in order to 
offer a challenge to consensual liberalism and 
capitalism. Marx himself saw republicanism as 
dubious. ~t 1/s very l~ has continued to 
m,slead h1.~orians who confuse the language of 
politics wilh the politics of language, particu/any 
those hi.slorians who believe that political idea<; 
and their rheJoric not only represent reality 001 
'"create., it 

Have I made my point? As to what the book is 
all about, let's refer to the book flaps: 

In this provocative book, John Patrick 
Higgins ... olfers a sweeping reassessment 
of American history. emphasizing the foun
dational role of Abraham Lincoln'.~ moral 
and political theory. Distressed by the divi
s,ve impact of modern identity politics, 
Diggins argues persuasively that in the cen
tral tenets of Lincoln'.~ political faith - the 
redeeming value of labor and the rights to 
property and self-determination - u.'e find 
the purest expression of the values that 
have united Americans and guided 
American history. 

Based on my self-induced, limited 
exposure to the book, I observe that 
much of the text consists of analysis and 
criticism or the recent crop of historical 
works on Lincoln. The "pressing" ques
tion of whether the American Revolution 
was republican or liberal (radical) in 
nature is discussed, as well as the differ
ences between the French and American 
revolutions. References to John Locke, 
Thomas Jefferson, Thomas Paine, Alexis 
de Tocqueville. theories propounded by 
modern historians, and trends in histori
ography fill the pages. One point worth 
considering is the author's contention 
that Lincoln redefined the Declaration or 
Independence from a document that was 
written for a white, male population, to 
one that was Inclusive of all members of 
societ}( Once in a while, wed~ between the di.<r 
russion of all the "ism's," the effort to define 
American history and society through one's per
sonal pm;pective, and reference to all the scltl 
arty books the author ha<; read a point is made. 

This esoteric book will no doubt find 
an receptive audience; for most of us, 
though, it's not worth the effort. 

Cooper, Wllllam J., Jr. 
Jefferson Davis. American. 
(Alfred A. Knopf, NY) 757pps., S35. 

Considering all the works 
written about Lincoln, it is 
perhaps unfair, though not 
surprising, that so little has 
been written about his coun
terpart. Jefferson Davis. 
Perhaps we, as collectors, 
have "bought in" to the nega
tive Civil War~ra propaganda 
that we encounter, and have 
dismissed the Confederate 
president as a traitor and a 
loser. Accordingly, there has 
been little incentive to learn 
anything about him. 

Jefferson Davis Am@rjcan Is a comp~ 
hensive biography of the first and only presi
dent of the Confederate States. It's author, 
William J. Cooper, Jr. is a Boyd Professor of 
History at Louisiana State University. In addi
tion to numerous articles, essays, and reviews, 
he is the author of The Conservative Regime: 
South Carolina, 18TT-1890. The South and the 
Politics of Slavery. 1828:18,56, and Liberty and 
Stayery: Southern Politics to 1860. 

Despite the misappropriation and 
dispersal of Davis' papers at the end of 
the Civil War, a great deal remains in 
Southern institutions, and served as the 
grist for this biography. Letters between 
Davis and associates, friends, and family 
members, as well as newspaper accounts 
and reminiscences, are liberally quoted 
throughout. The chapters proceed 
chronologically and each period in Davis' 
life is given equal time. In fact, the first 
haU of the book covers the period leading 
up to the Civil War. 

The author attempts to paint a full 
picture of Davis, telling us practically all 
there is to know. All aspects of his life are 
covered, including his education, busi
ness and personal lire. philosophy, likes 
and dislikes, medical history, and career. 
His successes as well as his shortcom
ings are detailed. There is no attempt to 
create a Lincolnian myth or elevate the 
man to a status he may not deserve. II 
there Is a bias or point or view, it is that 
Davis did not consider himself a traitor 
nor, prior to 1861, did he promote seces
sion as a primary course of action. He 
considered himself a patriotic American 
who had a great deal of respect for 
Washington, Jefferson, and Madison 

(Davis' father had fought in the 
Revolutionary War), was a firm believer 
in States' Rights and strict construction 
of the constitution, and felt that seces

sion was perfectly appropri
ate, legal, and constitutional. 
He never regretted his 
course or action and was 
totally consistent until 
death in his belief ia the holi
ness of his cause. 

While every word spo
ken or written by Lincoln 
has been scrutinized and 
analyzed, it may be unfair to 
criticize this biography for 
the extensive quoting of 
source material. Still, much 
of it is redundant and tan

gential to the points being m<1de. As 
proof of that, the author summarizes his 
conclusions in the last chapter of the 
book, consisting of less than four pages. 
Davis had a political point of view that 
remained constant throughout his life. 
He was a man of convictions who never 
deviated from them. Having established 
that, there is really no need to constantly 
give evidence or It. 

There is a natural desire in reading 
about Davis to find elements or great
ness. He lived through momentous limes 
and was a key figure - a major player. He 
was a gifted politician, an eloquent and 
admired speaker, a man with a keen 
sense or duty and loyalty, possessing per
sonal courage. I le stands out as one of 
the outstanding political figures of his genera
tion. Like Lincoln, he experienced tragedy in 
his family life. His first wile, a daughter of 
z.achary Tuylor, died a month after their mar
riage. All rour sons from his second marriage 
died at an early age. But, he was no Lincoln. He 
had no sense of humor. He was eloquent, but 
never poetic. He was incapable of change. 
Therefore. in comparison, he lacks interest 

I think the book should have been 
called Jefferson Pavis, Mississippi 
SJayehoider. Davis saw his first loyally to 
his adoptive state and the maintenance 
of the Southern way of life. Was his tenac
ity to these ideals commendable? The 
reader must decide. I am reminded or a 
·Peanuts" cartoon in which Linus 
exclaims "It doesn't matter what you 
believe, as long as you're sincere!" 
Unfortunately, It does matter what you 
believe. Davis could not see beyond his 
front yard - to him all things boiled down 
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to a struggle between North and South - them versus us. Even though he was an enthusiastic proponent of Manifest Destiny, he could 
not foresee that eventually there would be a "West" and central portions of the country that might have interests of their own to pro
mote. All developments were viewed through the "lenses" of the South and Mississippi. 

Having read the book and learned a great deal about Davis, 1 stlll do not understand the threat that Davis and his followers per
ceived. They threatened to secede ii an "abolition Republican" was elected. Lincoln was not an abolitionist, but one of the conserva
tives within his party, but the South seceded nonetheless. Davis felt that the Republicans were intent on enslaving the South and strip
ping them of their rights to self-government, of destroying Southern society. You would think that Davis was talking about the aboli
tion of slavery, yet he never admitted that slavery was the cause of the war. I think the author should have spent some time discussing 
the ramifications of this perceived threat. If slavery wasn't the cause, what did the South fear? These are points that need to be 
addressed in order to better understand Davis and the events that transpired. ~ 

ONE OF THE EARLIEST LINCOLN LETTERS TO REMAIN IN PRIVATE HANDS! 

[Edll.Qr: To date, we have strived to avoid inherent "conflicts of interest" in using this journal to tout items featured in our annual 
auction. We appreciate that some of our subscribers do not participate in the sale. However, given that we are particularly proud 
of an item secured for our Sixth Annual Rail Splitter Auction (closing Wednesday, May 23rd), we share it here for the benefit of those 
not obtaining the catalog.) 

LINCOLN, Abraham. Autograph Letter Signed with additional Postscript Signed, Springfield, December 17, 1844, to John J. Hardin. 

Dear John J., 

You perhaps know of the greal scramble going on here about our Post-office. Upon general principles, you know this would be no 
concern of the whigs, but in this particular case, if it be in your power to do anything, you may thereby do a favour to some of your friends 
here, without disobliging any of them, so far as I beliei 1e. The man we wish appointed is J.R. Diller-the reason is, that Major Spotswood's 
famil)\ now comparatively destitute, will be favoured by it. I write this by an understanding with Diller himself, who has seen it's con
tents. I do not perceive how you can effect any thing; but if you can and will. you will oblige at least 

P.S. Let this be confidential. Lincoln. 

Y<:>ur sincere friend 
A. Lincoln 

This interesting, and quite early Lincoln Al..S, written to a significant personal and political associate during one of the most 
eventful years or Abraham Lincoln's pre-presidential life. In January 1844, Lincoln purchased his now world-famous house from the 
Rev. Charles Dresser in order to move wife Mary and newborn son Robert out of crowded lodgings at Springfield's Globe Tavern. For 
nearly the whole of 18'14, he was kept busy campaigning for Whig presidential candidate Henry Clay, his "beau ideal of a statesman." 
and, in the process, made what was probably his first visit to the city of Chicago - as well as his one-and-only return to his boyhood 
home in Indiana. Defeated as a Clay elector just seven weeks before writing this letter, Lincoln was selected by the Whig caucus to 
be a candidate, along with Hardin and Stephen T. Logan, for the United States Senate (Hardin. fresh from participation as a militia general in 
U1e "Monnon troubles" foUowing the death of the prophet Joseph Smith, won on the first ballot). Most importantly, perhaps, it was in the autumn of 
1844 that Lincoln fonnalizecl his last and most enduring law partnership, that with his friend and future biographer Wllllam Herndon (who was aclmlt
ted to the bar on December 9th, eightdays prior to this letter). 

John J. Hardin, one of the numerous distinguished cousins of Mary Todd Lincoln, was born in Kentucky in 1810, graduated 
from Transylvania University at Lexin!:,'lOn, and settled in Jacksonville, Illinois to practice law. During the Black Hawk War, Hardin 
served as an Inspector General and mustering officer. In April 1832, he swore into service Abraham Lincoln's company of New Salem
area volunteers, the occasion, in all likelihood, of the first meeting between the two men. Lincoln subsequently went on to be elect
ed to the state legislature, where in February 1835, he voted for Hardin for state's attorney of the frrst judicial district (he lost the 
post to Stephen Douglas). ln 1836 Hardin was himself elected to the legislature. Like Lincoln, he served until 1842 and rose to a lead
ership position among the Whig ranks. As legislators the two men did not always see eye-to-eye; Hardin opposed Lincoln's overly 
ambitious internal-improvements scheme, and each vigorously sought to have bis own town named as the new state capital, a con
test which Lincoln won on behalf of Springfield. 

While political differences may have tried, they never severed personal, social or family ties between the two men. In 
September 1838 Hardin and Lincoln were among the speakers at a Whig barbecue to celebrate the election to Congress of Lincoln's 
partner, John Todd Stuart - yet another of Mary Todd Lincoln's cousins! In December 1839, Lincoln and Hardin jointly wrote, and 
were among the signers of, a mock legal petition which begged Mrs. Orville Browning to come to Springfield and "bring ... in your 
train all ladies ... who may be at your command ... " (Hardin accompanied this with a letter ~endorsed" by Lincoln and £.8. Webb which 
graciously noted that Mrs. Browning's arrival would be "a living Christmas present as large as life, twice as natural & three times as 
agreeable.") Hardin seems to have been one of the few individuals actually privy to Lincoln's troubled love affairs of 1840-41. and his 

continued next page 
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surviving correspondence (at Chicago Historical) furnishes a rare perspective on Lincoln at that period. 
Hardin also figured in the extraordinary "duel" that took place between Lincoln and James Shields in 1842. Under the pseu

donym '"Rebecca," Mary Todd and her cousin wrote a satirical newspaper letter about state financial matters which ridiculed Shields, 
the Democratic state auditor. Shields, believing Lincoln responsible, consequently challenged a duel. Lincoln accepted - but with 
ludicrous conditions: among other things, Lincoln, familiar with Hardin's hometown militia, specified that their weapons should not 
be firearms but "cavalry broad swords of the largest size ... such as [are] now used by the cavalry company at Jacksonville." Lincoln 
and Shields actually traveled to the dueling ground, near Alton, but confrontation was averted at the last minute through the deft 
peacemaking of Hardin and others. Although Lincoln quickly grew sensitive about the Incident and rarely referred to it, he did ask 
Hardin a few months later to "measure one of the largest of those swords, we took to Alton, and write me the length of it, from 
tip-to-tip ... I have a dispute about the length." 

--_-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-=.:.:.:.:.:.:.-:,:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-::,:.:.-:.-:.-:.-:.-:.:.:.:.~ When John Todd Stuart's term in Congress expired ln 1843, 
Lincoln, Hardin and their mutual friend Edward Dickinson Baker all 
contended to be his successor. The nomination went to Hardin, who 
was duly elected. (Lincoln arranged a bet that the Whigs of his coun
ty, Sangamon, would give Hardin twice the majority that he would 
get in his own county of Morgan: Lincoln was right, and the Morgan 
Whigs paid the wager - a barbecue picnic - at Jacksonville after the 
election in October 1843.) As the sole Whig representative from 
Illinois to the 28th Congress, Hardin advocated river and harbor 
improvements and voted against the "gag rule" which was enacted 
to prevent debate on antislavery petitions. He did not seek reelec
tion - operating under the principle of ''rotation in office" - and was 
succeeded by Baker, who likewise did not run for a second term. 
Lincoln, expecting it was now his turn to step up to Congress, was 
greatly disturbed to find Hardin once more in the field, Although he 
felt that Hardin "would gladly sacrifice me altogether," Lincoln cau
tioned a colleague to say nothing "against Hardin ... Let the pith of 
the whole argument be 'Turn about is lair play."' Hardin eventually 
withdrew as a candidate, but only after attempting to change the 
Whig nominating procedure to his advantage and evidently inspir
ing a newspaper article which accused Lincoln of "management", 
"maneuvering" and "combination" in seeking the nomination. For 
his part Lincoln put aside any ill-feeling and wrote Hardin a long let
ter in February 1846 which declared "I have constantly spoken of 
you in the most kind and commendatory terms, as to your talents, 
your past services, and your goodness of heart," and succeeded in 
restoring personal and party harmony. Lincoln was subsequently 
nominated and in October 1846 elected to the 30th Congress, his 
only national-level office prior to the presidency. Hardin, mean-

.__ ____________________ __,J while, put politics aside and volunteered for the Mexican War. 
Chosen Colonel of the 1st Illinois Volunteers in June 1846. he was 

killed in action at the Battle of Buena Vista on 23 February 1847, little over a month past his 37th birthday. 
Few Lincoln letters of so early a date exist; only about one hundred written before 1845 are recorded in the Collected Works. 

Of those cataloged fifty years ago, more than half were already owned by institutions . This particular letter is remarkable for its 
unusually familiar - even whimsical - salutation to "Dear John J." (Lincoln's few other known letter$ to him address him as "Friend 
Hardin", "Dear Hardin" and the like) and the wonderful association and content. The '"Major Spotswood" referenced by Lincoln was 
George W. Spotswood, former postmaster and one-time proprietor of the Globe Tavern, where the newlywed Lincolns first kept house 
and where their first child, Robert Todd, was born in November 1843. "J.R. Diller" was Jonathan R. Diller, a member of the enter
prising Springfield fanlily which included Roland (the Lincoln family druggist) and Isaac (whose efforts to introduce an improved 
gunpowder to the U.S. Army in 1862-63 received President Lincoln's enthusiastic personal attention). That this letter was "confiden
tial" was doubtless due to the fact that Diller was a Democrat, and it would have done faithful Whigs such as Lincoln and Hardin lit
tle good to be seen helping a political opponent, even for so worthy purpose as helping out impoverished friends. Lincoln's remark 
that this matter was "no concern of the Whigs" reflects the fact that the Democrats had won the Presidency and any patronage, 
including postmasterships, was theirs to bestow. Diller did indeed receive the Postmaster's appointment with this endorsement from 
Lincoln and retained it until the accession of President Taylor's Administration in 1849. 

Altogether, a unique piece, which blends some of those aspects of character and duty Lincoln would most frequently be 
called upon to exercise as President- compassion, impartiality, and dispensation of patronage. 
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~ Rail Splitter Danny Crew of Gastonia, NC special-
izes in political music. His collection exceeds 

over 6,000 pieces! Danny has now written a book on the subject: 
Presidential Sheet Music - An Illustrated Catalogue of Published 
Music Associated with the American Presidency and Those Who 
Sought the Of{jce. Two-thirds of the music documented in this 
catalogue is from his personal collection - the balance gleaned 
from private collections, museums, historical societies, and 
libraries. Quoting from the preface, "It is the goal of this present 
work to present a comprehensive listing of all of the thousands of 
pieces of Presidential music, in all forms, that are available. It is 
my hope that through knowledge 
of their existence, additional schol
arship will be initiated ultimately 
utilizing these resources, expand
ing our understanding of political 
communication and discourse 
throughout American history.~ The 
book's introduction charts the 
development of political music -
seen in the prospective of presi
dential campaign history. ln keep
ing with similar works in the 
political panoply, each candidate 
is assigned a code based on their 
name. Parties or causes are also 
included. These groupings are 
arranged alphabetically, not 
chronologically, as in other cata
logs. Jndjvidual entries are num
bered under their appropriate 

Some people considered J. Wilkes 
Booth a hero, as evidenced by this 
rare piece of sheet music published 

in New Orleans. 
heading. The first Lincoln listing ----------
is Al..-1. The listings within a cate-
gory are not arranged, it appears, in any particular order, either 
alphabetically, or by purpose (campaign, inaugural, memorial, 
etc.). To aid in locating specific titles or candidates. the book 
includes some helpful indices and appendices. As such, ii you 
know the title of the piece, you can locate it and obtain further 
information about its format and publication. So, even though 
the initial set-up might seem confusing, there are tools to simpli
fy the task. The book is 854 pages with 248 illustrations. The 
Lincoln section includes 517 listings, although not all are con
tempora.ry. There are also cross-references to other pieces of 
music that feature Lincoln where the main subject was someone 
else - being the case quite often with World War One patriotics. 
Our congratulations to Danny, on what certainly was a major 
undertaking and labor of love! The book is available from 
McFarland & Company, lnc., Box 611, Jefferson, NC 28640. Order 
line 1-800-253-2187. List price: $99 Postpaid. 
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~ The Lincoln Museum in Fort Wayne, Indiana 
• • • announces a new exhibit at their facility. Now He 

Belongs to the Ages: The Assassination of Abraham Lincoln is 
scheduled to run from April 21, 2001 through January 27, 2002 
before moving on to the Huntington Library In California. The 
exhibit will draw primarily upon items from The Lincoln 
Museum's own holdings, supplemented by loans from the 
Huntington Library, Ford·s Theatre National Historic Site, and 
the Gilder Lehrman 
Collection. "Newspaper 
articles, books and letters 
will be on view alongside 
prints, paintings, and peri
od photographs. Visitors 
will see original manu
scripts, campaign posters, 
political cartoons, and 
fw1eral memorabilia." The 
Exhibit Guest Curator is John Rhodehamel Crom the Huntlngton, 
expert oo the Lincoln assassination and author of Right or 
Wrong, God Judge Me: Writings of John Wilkes Booth. Visitors to 
the exhibit will no doubt want to view the permanent exhibit 
Abraham Lincoln and the American Experiment, consisting of 
eleven galleries featuring hundreds of artifacts and artworks 
from Lincoln's era. The Lincoln Museum is located at 200 E. 
Berry Street in downtown Fort Wayne. For further information, 
call 219-455-3864 or visit: www.TheLincolnMuseum.org. 

~ As mentioned in previous issues, stolen Items 
~ sometimes get sold to unsuspecting collectors. It's 
a bad situation alJ around and, as collectors, we can't always be 
questioning the provenance of items offered for sale, especially 
when done openly and at retail price levels. Historical societies, 
libraries, and public institutions are often the victims of theft, a 
result of providing access to researchers and catalogers. Over 
the course of the past few years, a large group of presidential 
pardons have been stolen from the National Archives. Nine pres
idents are represented In the missing group, including two exam
ples by Lincoln (both from 1864, involving John Maxfield and 
Ezekial Cade). Unlike some official documents which typically do 
not find their way into private hands, presidential pardons can 
be legalJy owned and the vast majority are. U you are suspicious 
that a presidential pardon being offered to you may be a part of 
the stolen group, you may contact the National Archives and 
Records Administration, Office of Inspector General, tel. 301-703-
7300. Also, we have been advised that a sizable collection of 
Confederate Col. John S. Mosby ("the Grey Ghost") correspon
dence - the largest in the country - has been stolen from Irwin 
W. Uran from New York City. Information regarding any items 
that might have suspect ownership should be forwarded. 

~ With apologies to CBS' Andy Rooney- Do you ever 
~ wonder why all your CDVs have clipped corners? 
What makes 'em do that? We finally found out, by way of a little 
black on yellow trade card found at a recent NYC photo show. 
The answer-they were only following directions that were 
included with the photo album! William W. Harding, Ph.iJadelphia 
purveyor of "The Cheapest and Best Photograph Albums." gave 
this advice on his trade card: Before inserting, see that the Portrait 
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Front and back of album insert-trade card, giving instructions on the proper 
method for clipping corners! Ohhh ... those poor cartesl 

is 110 longer nor wider than this card, if it is, trim it down. Portraits 
should be mounted on thin cards, as thick cards swell tile album and 
prevent the clasps closing. Excuse mel How about making bigger 
sleeves in the album! "If it is, trim it down." Brilliant!!! 

~ Rail Splitter Julie Powell has many collecting inter-
~ ests, including: women's suffrage, sewing items, 
mauchline ware, early textiles, and quilts. She and husband 
Robin are two of the nicest people in the hobby (please indulge 
the editorializing). During the recent presidential campaign, 
JuJie was closely involved in the mounting of not one, but two 
museum exhibits! She curated "The Fabric of Persuasion: Two 
Hundred Years of Political Quilts~ that ran at the Brandywine 
River Museum in Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania from September 
9th to November 19th. (The Powells live just outside of 
Philadelphia.) Julie knows of just four Lincoln-related quilts. The 
exhibit had a Washington-Lincoln Women's Relief Corps quilt 
produced in Montreal in 1893 and a quilt containing twenty 
Grant bandannas U1at match a design produced for Lincoln in 

1864 (we believe a recent 
mail auction just sold one 
of these Grant b-andannas 
lor $14,000). The Grant 
quilt, provided by the 
Chicago Historical 
Society, was a last minute 
replacement for an 1865 
"It's Old Abe Forever" 
quilt that had been 

1';t.-:•t.,;;,,;_,..
1 

promised. Though not in 
the exhibit, the 1865 
Lincoln quilt was pic
tured in the catalog. 
Another quilt that unfor
tunately could not make 
the trip due to its fragili
ty, is an example owned 
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by the Indiana State Museum in Indianapolis. A masterpiece of 
design, it was produced by a thirteen-year old girl in 1876, and 
incorporates approximately fifty politicaJ ribbons. There's a 
Pierce-King jugate ribbon, one for some flunky local candidate, 
with the balance composed of single portrait Douglas's, single 
portrait Breckinridge's, Bell-Everett jugates, and Lincoln-Hamlin 
jugates, aU unrecorded designs. If you go there, bring the 
smelling salts! The other exhibit that Julie was involved in was 
"Vote: Campaign Choices, Presidential Voices" at Philadelphia's 
Atwater-Kent Museum, that ran from June 9th to November 26th. 
The exhibit cataJog pictures some fabuJous political memorabil
ia! We especiaJly liked a painting of an 1864 "Election Night 
Bonfire" that eerily evoked the atmosphere of a torch light 
parade in Philly. The museum also owns a Lincoln banner that is 
familiar to us, an identicaJ example having recently been sold by 
Christie's East in their Norm Flayderman saJe. The banner is 
home-made and has stenciled lettering on linen "The Boys In Blue 
Want Abe To Stay." When we saw it in the Christie's cataJog, we 
were a little suspicious because of the style of lettering. Now that 
we know an identical example exists in a Philadelphia museum, 
what are we to make of it? Finding two identical manufactured 
pieces is routine-finding two identical home-made pieces is a 
long shot. Rather than dispelling our fears, the "discovery" only 
deepens them, yet is inconclusive. The point we want to make, 
though, is the importance of provenance which, unfortunately, is 
sorely lacking in our field of collecting. Knowing the provenance 
on these two specimens would be so important. It's entirely pos
sible that multiple examples were produced for a political rally in 
1864 and tJ1at one or more of the participants retained Uiem as 
souvenirs. It would be criticaJ to trace their ownership back to 
1864, not merely establish that they've been in somebody's col
lection for 75-100 years. Anyway, if you've got a question regard
ing early textiles and quilts, JuJie Powell is the person to ask! 

~ Rail Splitter George Sullivan has authored yet 
~ another book on Lincoln: Picturing Lincoln: 
Famous Photographs That Popularized the President. Published 
by Clarion Books, a division of Houghton Mifflin Company, U1e 
88-page hardcover book is directed toward ·young people." In 
this work, George selects what he considers the five most 
famous photographic portraits of Lincoln. These are portraits 
that were extensively 
copied and disseminated 
to the public, helping to 
form the image of Lincoln 
that persists in the collec
tive conscience. These 
images were reproduced 
as woodcuts, steel 
engravings, lithographs, 
cartes-de-visite, and 
paintings. They were 
incarnated on campaign 
ribbons, ferrotypes, stat
uary, postage stamps, 
and currency. George 
describes the different 
types of contemporary 



photographic processes, explains the various techniques uti
lized in copying photographs of Llncoln onto different media, 
gives illustrations of how each photograph spawned a variety of 
mechanical reproductions, and relates, along the way, the story 
of Lincoln's public life and how photography interacted with it. 
The text is very simple and straightforward and proceeds in a 
logical fashion. Perhaps the "young reader" will discover the 
importance, in the 19th century, of photography, in the same 
sense that television today is considered influential. Today, we 
are constantly bombarded with images to such an extent that no 
one image is significant. In contrast, in Lincoln's time, a strong 
image could capture the public's imagination and take on a life of 
its own. As they say ... now available at your local bookstore (we 
mean, on tl1e web) for $ I 6. 

~ Dr. Wayne C. Temple, Chief Deputy Director of the 
~ Illinois State Archives, and long-time Rail Splitter, 
sent us the following tidbit on Col. Ellsworth - which we gladly 
share with our constituents! 

Will the Real E. E. Ellsworth Step Forward? 

Wayne C Temple 

Because Colonel E. E. Ellsworth's mother wrote him as 
Elmer Ephraim Ellsworth, later historians have willingly accept
ed her nomenclature. Even the Dictionary of American 
Biography followed her arrangement of his name. However, her 
son thought otherwise! In most cases he avoided the question by 
simply signing himself as E. E. Ellsworth. His father's name was 
Ephraim D. Ellsworth, and perhaps the little Colonel did not like 
that Biblical appellation. 

Anyhow, when Ellsworth asked his intimate friend, 

President Abraham Lincoln, to recommend him 
for a government position, he answered to "E. 
Elmer Ellsworth."1 Ellsworth, no doubt, filled 
out the papers himself as to his correct name. 

When Colonel Ellsworth signed his 
papers as commanding officer of the 
Eleventh Infantry Regiment, New York 
Volunteers, he gave his name as "E. Elmer 
Ellsworth." 2 Such official records should 
show his name as he wished it to stand for 
the rest of time. 

Upon Col. Ellsworth's tragic death on 
May 24, 1861, John Hay, who had known him 
well in Springfield, Illinois, and in 
Washington, D.C., indited a eulogy or bio
graphical sketch. This private secretary to 
President Lincoln set his name down as 
"Ephraim Elmer Ellsworth." 3 

These prime examples should suffice to prove that 
Ellsworth at least preferred this arrangement of his first and sec
ond names, his mother's preference notwithstanding. 
Nevertheless, all his close acquaintances just called him "Elmer." 

Footnotes: 

1. Roy P. Basler, Marion D. Pratt, and Lloyd A. Dunlop, eds., Tot 
Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln. (New Brunswick: Rutgers 
University Press, 1953), IV, 273. 
2. Frederick Phisterer, comp.. New York in the War of the 
Rebellion 1861 to 1865, (Albany: J.B. Lyon Co., 1912), I, 471. 
3. Michael Burlingame, ed. At Lincoln's Side. (Carbondale: 
Southern Illinois University Press, 2000), 141. This compilation is 
of John Hay's writings. 
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lfyou are Selling ... We buy autographs, documents, manuscripts, family correspondence, 
signed books, signed photos, relics associated with famous people, 
stamp collections, coin collect1ons, etc. We have paid out over $20 mllllon 
in the last five years alone for material of this nature. Whether your 
masterpiece is a single item or an entire collection, valued at $1,000 or $1 
mllllon - we are eager to purchase and can pay you within 24 hours. cail 
for a free brochure or fax what you have for sale. 

1fyou are Buying ... University produces the most frequent and exciting lists in the trade. Call 
today for a free list. We handle most every cat~ory and our enormous 
volume allows you to purchase at the most competitive prices. 

\'ii.il our Web Sile at UniversltyArchives.com 
C,ill loll Free: 800-237-5692 or 203-15'1-0l l l • Fax 203 151-,5111 
Write us al: 49 Richmondville Avenue • Westport, CT 06880 

E-M:ul: John@l"nivcr..ityArchivcs.com 
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~notbtr ~rtat jf tnb! 
H

ey, Mr. Tambourine Man! Most of the Lincoln memorabilia we encounter 
tends to take standard forms (ribbons, prints, medals, etc.). 
Occasionally, something truly zany shows up! This is the case with a 
tambourine hand-painted for a Lincoln Centennial Celebration held in 

New Salem, IL on February 12, 1909. This funky 
piece of folk art/Americana was recently added to 
the collection of Dr. Edmund Sullivan - our mentor, 
friend. and advisor. The question must "play" out -
did they also make a Douglas kazoo? Dr. Ed is now 
pursuing a study of Lincoln in folk art and would love 
to hear from any Rail Splitters with interesting pieces -
no matter what period or how odd. Please drop us a note 
if you have something to share! 

A nd ... as far as finds are concerned ... this one provides proof
positive that we now live in a MsmaU worldf This autographed carte-de-visite of Sec. of State 
William Seward was purchased via the internet from a dealer in Australia, Richard Helbock of New 

South Wales. That's right - this piece of Americana was sourced in Australia! The carte was formerly in 
the Alaska Postal History Collection formed by the late John Grainger of Ketchikan. That holding was dis
bursed in the early 1970s. Apparently, the Grainger Collection included a great deal of ephemera and 
postal paper from the estate of the first appointed Governor of Alaska - much of which, including this 
presentation piece, traveled "down under." We appreciate there wasn't much of a market for this piece 

ti::=========~ in New South Wales - and know the new owner was thrilled to have it returned to the States! 

ln our next issue, Rall Splitter Editor Daniel Pearson takes time away from his regular "Written 
Word" column to answer all your questions on book collecting, building a Uncoln library, how 
to conserve and repair rare volumes, how to identify important editions, etc. Please send in 
any questions you wish him to address of a like topic/ 
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